
CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELSERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANAbstrat. We present a general onstrution of a ��-sequene in Jensen's�ne strutural extender models. This onstrution yields a loal de�nition ofa anonial ��-sequene as well as a haraterization of those ardinals �, forwhih the priniple �� fails. Suh ardinals are alled subompat and an bedesribed in terms of elementary embeddings. Our onstrution is arried outabstratly, making use only of a few �ne strutural properties of levels of themodel, suh as solidity and ondensation.AMS Subjet Classi�ation: 03E05, 03E45, 03E55Keywords: Square sequene, Extender, Extender model, Fine StrutureIn [32℄, we announed two main results on the ombinatorial priniple �� inextender models, that is, in �ne strutural models L[E℄ onstruted relative tooherent extender sequenes. The purpose of the present paper is to give a self-ontained proof of the seond result, namely to give a haraterization of �� inJensen extender models. The urrent paper should be onsidered a sequel to [32℄,where the bakground material, history, onnetions with other results and topisand the basi de�nitions an be found. For the reader's onveniene, we neverthelessreall some ruial notions.De�nition (Jensen). Given a ardinal �, we say that hC�; � < � < �+ & lim(�)iis a ��-sequene i�a) C� is a losed unbounded subset of �;b) C�� = C� \ �� whenever �� 2 lim(C�);) otp(C�) � �.The priniple �� postulates the existene of a ��-sequene.Reall that the property b) of square sequenes is alled ohereny. The priniple�� was originally disovered in L by Jensen. With later developements, a wide1



2 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANvariety of similar priniples proved to be useful; we will onsider just the followinggeneralization.De�nition (Shimmerling). Given two ardinals � and �, we say thathC�; � < � < �+ & lim(�)iis a ��;<�-sequene i�a) C� is a nonempty family of losed unbounded subset of � satisfying jC�j < �;b) C \ �� 2 C�� whenever C 2 C� and �� 2 lim(C);) otp(C) � � for all C 2 C�.The priniple ��;<� postulates the existene of a ��;<�-sequene. Also, we write��;� for ��;<�+.Clearly, ��;1 is just Jensen's ��. It is shown in [2, 4, 5℄ and [11℄ that ��;�does not, in general, follow from ��;<�� for �� < �. In extender models, however,exatly the opposite happens. Our ultimate result along these lines shows that thefailure of �� is equivalent to that of ��;<� and that both are equivalent to a largeardinal property alled subompatness. This property was abstrated by Jensenfrom Solovay's proof of the failure of square from superompatness. A very loselyrelated property was onsidered few years earlier by Burke [3℄ who proved that ��fails whenever S� = fx 2 P�(�+); otp(x) is a ardinalgis stationary. It follows easily from our main theorem that in L[E℄, the stationarityof S� is equivalent to the subompatness of �.What makes subompatness an attrative large ardinal axiom is that, unlikesuperompatness, it an be satis�ed in extender models of the kind known today.More preisely, if we ould prove weak iterability (see preliminaries) of the premiethat appear in bakground erti�ed onstrutions similar to those in [13, 22℄ or[37℄, we would obtain extender models with subompat ardinals whenever suhonstrutions are arried out in a suÆiently rih universe.De�nition (Jensen). A ardinal � is subompat i� given any A � �+, there are� < �, �A � �+ and an elementary embedding� : hH�+ ; �Ai ! hH�+ ; Ai



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 3with ritial point equal to �.It is lear that �(�) = � whenever � is as in the previous de�nition. Notiealso that � is measurable, as it is the ritial point of an embedding de�ned on theentire P(�). (Atually, � witnesses that � is superstrong, and even 1-extendible.)Sine any large ardinal property of � that is uniformly �rst order expressibleover H�+ is arried up to �, we see that � is weakly ompat, Ramsey, strongly�1n-indesribable, et. On the other hand, � need not be measurable: If U is anormal measure of Mithell order 0 and M is the ultrapower of V by U then �is not measurable anymore, but remains subompat in M . The preservation ofsubompatness follows from the fat that M agrees with V on H�+ and that eahembedding � witnessing subompatness is an element of H�+ .Theorem 0.1 (Main Theorem). The following statements are equivalent in anyJensen extender model:a) ��.b) ��;<�.) � is not subompat.d) The set of all � < �+ satisfying E� 6= ? is non-stationary in �+.The heart of the theorem is the impliation d) �! a), and its proof is basedon a generalization of Jensen's original onstrution of a ��-sequene in L. Hisonstrution uses the so alled \ondensation properties" of L. An example of aondensation property is G�odel's result that any elementary substruture of J� has,as its Mostowski ollapse, some J��. The ondensation properties used by Jensento prove �� in L are more sophistiated. It was realized early on that the kindsof ondensation used by Jensen in L fail in general for L[E℄. The bulk of thispaper is onerned with overoming this diÆulty. Jensen [17℄ proved the failureof �� under the assumption that � is subompat; this proof is a straightforwardelaboration on Solovay's proof mentioned above. Later [15℄ he showed that in L[E℄,the failure of d) implies the failure of ��. His arguments an easily be adapted toyield both b) �! ) and ) �! d). We give the proofs of both impliations at theend of the paper; they are presented with Jensen's permission.The methods developed in this paper seem to be appliable to a wide varietyof ombinatorial onstrutions in extender models. One suh appliation is the



4 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANonstrution of morasses [33, 34℄; these play a key role in studying ardinal transferproperties of extender models. Another suh appliation is Jensen's global squarepriniple. It postulates the existene of a oherent sequene of losed unboundedsets C� � � de�ned on all limit ordinals � and satisfying the requirement otp(C�) <�. Jensen proved that the global square priniple is equivalent to the onjuntion(8�)�� & �S where �S is the global square priniple restrited to the lass Sof all singular ardinals. More preisely, �S postulates the existene of a globalsquare sequene hC�;� 2 Si with the additional property that C� � S wheneverotp(C�) > !. It is shown in [43℄ that �S holds in any Jensen-type extender model;this result does not require any smallness ondition.The paper is organized as follows. Setion 1 ontains a detailed desription of ournotation. In order to make the paper self-ontained and beause Jensen's �ne stru-ture for extender models is not as well known as that of Mithell-Steel's, we hose tomake this desription quite omprehensive. Setion 2 is devoted to protomie, thatis, to strutures that arise in the ourse of the onstrution of a ��-sequene andthat fail to be premie. In partiular, to eah protomouse M we assign a uniqueL[E℄-level N(M) and establish the exat relationship between the �ne struture ofM and that of N(M). We then prove a sort of ondensation lemma for protomie.It might happen that some L[E℄-levels N an have many assoiated protomie; theruial point of the onstrution is a method for �nding a anonial protomouse foreah suh N . We shall develop suh a method at the end of Setion 2. Setion 3ontains the atual onstrution of a ��-sequene. The onstrution involves aertain amount of non-uniformity. �+ is partitioned into two subsets, S0 and S1.We onstrut a ��-sequene on either of them independently, and obtain the �nal��-sequene by merging the two partial sequenes. Eah of these onstrutions istreated in a separate subsetion. On S0, we imitate Jensen's L-onstrution in amore general setting, and without any substantial new ingredients. The only thingwe have to verify is that the onstrution on S0 will not onit with that on S1,more preisely, that C� � S0 whenever � 2 S0. On S1, the situation is ompletelynew and the onstrution deals with protomie rather than with L[E℄-levels. Thereare two main issues we have to deal with. First, showing that the reipe for hoosingthe anonial protomouse is preserved under the embeddings arising in the ourse



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 5of the onstrution; these embeddings have very weak preservation properties. Se-ond, as in the ase of S0, we have to verify that our onstrution will not onitwith that on S0, in other words, that C� � S1 whenever � 2 S1. The last subsetionof Setion 3 ontains the proofs of the remaining impliations of the main theorem.Aknowledgement. The �rst author was supported in part by NSF grantDMS-0088948. Various parts of the work presented in this paper were done whilethe seond author was aÆliated to the following institutions: Humboldt Universit�atzu Berlin (Mathematishes Institut), Universit�at Wien (Institut f�ur Formale Logik),Slovak Aademy of Sienes (Mathematial Institute). During the preparation ofthe paper for publiation, the seond author was partially supported by NSF grantDMS-0204728. The seond author would like to thank Ronald Jensen, who initiallydireted him towards inner models, for his support and many helpful disussions.1. PreliminariesIn this setion we shall introdue our notation and terminology and reall somebakground material. The onstrution will be arried out in Jensen's setting [13℄.We shall �rst explain how our version of the general �ne struture theory di�ersfrom that of Mithell-Steel's. The di�erene is mainly only notational and thereader familiar with the other version will easily be able to �nd the appropriatetranslation. We then introdue Jensen premie, whih are, in ontrast to Mithell-Steel's premie, based on delayed indexing of extenders. This indexing was orig-inally suggested by S. Friedman. A detailed desription of both the general �nestruture theory as well as Jensen premie an be found in [44℄. Finally, we statea list of lemmata whih will be used in the ourse of the onstrution. We believethat, using the material from this setion, the proof of �� will be self-ontainedand understandable to a reader with basi knowledge of the inner model theory.Fine Struture. We shall reapitulate the general �ne struture theory for a-eptable J-strutures of the form hJB� ; Di. The reason for this is that we wouldlike to apply �ne strutural arguments to a lass of strutures broader than that ofpremie. In our notation, JB� is the J-struture of height � onstruted relative toB, and the language for this struture inludes a prediate symbol denoting B. The



6 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANdomain of JB� is denoted by jJB� j, but we will be sloppy with the notation wheneverthere is no danger of onfusion and write simply JB� instead. For an aeptablestruture M we de�ne the n-th projetum %nM and the n-th standard (master) odewith respet to some p 2 M , denoted by An;pM , in the usual way. The ultimateprojetum %!M is the ordinal % satisfying % = %nM for all but �nitely many n 2 !.Setting HnM = jJB% j where % = %nM , the struture Mn;p = hHnM ; An;pM i is alled then-th redut of M with respet to p. The �1-Skolem funtion for Mn;p is denotedby hn;pM . We write hM instead of h0;?M . A formula ' is a Q-formula i� it is ofthe form (8u1) � � � (8u`)(9v1 � u1)(9v` � u`) �'(v1; � � � ; v`) where �' is a �1-formulawith no free ourenes of u1; � � � ; u`. Q-statements are downward preserved by �1-preserving maps, and upward preserved by maps that are �0-preserving and o�nal.A map � : M ! N is o�nal just in ase that for every y 2 N there is some x 2Msuh that y � �(x). Being an aeptable struture is a Q-property, i.e. there is a�xed Q-sentene  suh that for every transitive struture M losed under formingsingletons, M is aeptable i� M j= '. The requirement that M is losed underforming singletons is neessary, as this property annot be expressed in a Q-fashion.To see this, hoose any a � ! that is not an element of J�. Then id : J� ! J�[fagis �0-preserving and o�nal map between two transitive strutures, but J� [fag isnot losed under forming singletons.In order to avoid talking about reduts, we introdue Jensen's ��-language,whose detailed desription an be found in [9℄ or [44℄. This language di�ers fromthe usual language for aeptable J-strutures in that it has variables of ! manytypes, say vi of type i for every i 2 !. The formulae are built in the usual way, butthere are restritions on quantifying. Bounded quanti�ers 9vi 2 vj and 8vi 2 vjare allowed only for j � i and we an bind a variable of type i in a formula 'only if ' is of suÆiently low omplexity. More preisely, formulae ontaining onlybounded quanti�ers of type 0 are �(0)0 and for every i, eah �(i)1 formula is �(i+1)0by de�nition. Propositional onnetives preserve the omplexity. Finally, if ' is�(i)0 , then so are (9vi 2 vj)' and (8vi 2 vj)', granting that j � i. A formula 'is �(i)` i� it onsists of an alternating blok of unbounded quanti�ers for variablesof type i followed by a �(i)0 -formula, where the above blok has length ` and itsleftmost quati�er is 9. �(i)` formulae are de�ned dually. A formula ' is �� i� it is



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 7�(i)1 for all i 2 !. Finally, ' is Q(i) i� it is of the form (8ui)(9vi � ui) �'(vi) where�' is a �(i)1 -formula in whih ui is not free.Semantially, variables of type i range over the i-th redut, so binding variablesof type i means quantifying over the i-th redut. That a relation A �M is �(n)` (M)in p, resp. �(n)` (M) is de�ned in the obvious way. It an be shown that!%nM = the least ordinal � suh that there is a �(n)1 (M)subset of � whih is not an element of M ,and that An;pM , hn;pM are uniformly �(n)1 (M) in p. More preisely, there are �xed�(n)1 formulae �n and 	n suh that given arbitrary M;n and p 2 M , �n and 	nde�ne An;pM and hn;pM from p, respetively. As we have already mentioned above, the��-language enables us to talk about the de�nability over the n-th redut withoutmaking any expliit referene to the redut. For ` > 0 and an arbitrary p we have:A � HnM is �(n)` (M) in p i� A is �`(Mn;p); if ` = 0, only the impliation  holds.Fix n 2 !. A parameter p 2 [On \M ℄<!, suh that there is a new �(n)1 (M) inp subset of !%nM (by \new" we mean a set A suh that A \ !%nM is not an elementof M), is alled good, and the olletion of all good parameters is denoted by PnM .P �M = PnM for the least n satisfying %nM = %!M . Let <� be the anonial well-orderingof [On \M ℄<!, where a <� b means that a is lexiographially less than b when aand b are viewed as desending sequenes of ordinals. The <�-least element of P �Mis alled the standard parameter of M and denoted by pM ; the <�-least element ofPnM is alled the standard parameter above the n-th projetum and denoted by pnM .Given an n 2 !, there is a lass of partial �(n)1 (M) funtions alled good fun-tions, whih an be treated the same way as elements of M in many situations. Thislass omprises all partial �(n)1 (M)-funtions with range ontained in HnM and theirompositions. It follows that for every �(n)1 (M)-relation R(vi11 ; : : : ; vi`` ) and any listof good �(n)1 (M)-funtions F1(~z); : : : ; F`(~z), the omposition R(F1(~z); : : : ; F`(~z)) isagain �(n)1 (M), provided that the ranges of the funtions are ontained in thedomains of these orresponding variables. Morever, the de�nition of suh a om-position is uniform and depends only on the de�nitions of R and Fi. A formula 'is a funtionally absolute de�nition for a good funtion if it de�nes a good fun-tion over every aeptable J-struture. It an be shown that every good fun-tion has a funtionally absolute de�nition. An example of a good funtion is



8 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANany hn;pM ; its funtionally absolute de�nition is uniform in the parameter p. An-other example is the �(n)1 Skolem funtion ~hn+1M (z; p) whose domain is ontainedin HnM �M and whih is de�ned as follows. For a �xed p, ~hn+1M (�; p) is the om-position of all hi;p�iM for i � n, where the innermost funtion is hn;pM . For instane,~h2M (hi; xi; p) = h0;?M (i0; h1;pM (i1; x)) where i = hi0; i1i. Sine these funtions areuniversal, eah good �(n)1 -funtion is equal to ~hn+1M (hi;�i;�) for some i 2 !.We an now generalize the notion of a �1-hull. A �(n)1 -hull of X �M is de�nedin the obvious way. It follows that the �(n)1 -hull of X is exatly the losure of Xunder the good �(n)1 (M)-funtions and this losure is, in turn, equal to the imageof [X ℄<! under ~hn+1M . We denote this image by ~hn+1M (X). More generally, for anyX � HnM and Y �M we let~hn+1M (X [ Y ) def= f~hn+1M (hi; zi; p); z 2 [X ℄<! & p 2 [Y ℄<! & i 2 !g:Reall also that hn;pM (X [ fqg) is the set of all values hn;pM (i; hx; qi) where i 2 !and x 2 [X ℄<! (we assume that X [ fqg � HnM ). In most of ases, X and Y willhave suÆient losure properties, so that e.g. the images of X and [X ℄<! under theSkolem funtions will be the same. If p 2 [On \M ℄<! and ~hn+1M (X [ fpg) = M(i.e. every x 2M is �(n)1 (M)-de�nable from p) then p is learly in PnM (diagonalizeto get a new subset of the projetum). The olletion of all suh parameters isdenoted by RnM and we all them very good parameters. R�M then has the obviousmeaning. M is n-sound i� pnM 2 RnM and M is sound i� pM 2 R�M . It an beproved that M is sound i� P �M = R�M (and similarly for n-soundness). M is soundabove � i� M = ~hn+1M (� [ fpn+1M g) where n is suh that !%n+1M � � < !%nM .We shall often work with �(n)` -preserving maps � : M ! N . Sometimes we willbriey write � : M �!�(n)` N:Note that eah suh map is automatially �(i)1 for i < n. For any p 2 M andq = �(p), the restrition � � HnM : Mn;p ! Nn;q is �`-preserving. Moreover, theonverse holds whenever p 2 RnM , i.e. eah suh restrition an be lifted to theoriginal map { this fat is known as the downward extension of embeddings lemma.Finally, if both p 2 RnM and q 2 RnN , the map � � H iM , viewed as a map between



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 9the orresponding reduts, is in fat �(i)`+n�i-preserving for every i � n. A �(n)` -preserving map � is o�nal i� � has the above preservation degree and �00HnM iso�nal in HnN . We will often say that � is o�nal at the n-th level. If f is a good�(n)1 (M)-funtion in p and � is �(n+1)0 -preserving, we an de�ne �(f) as the uniquegood �(n)1 (N)-funtion in �(p) with the same funtionally absolute de�nition, assuh a funtion does not depend on the hoie of funtionally absolute de�nitionfor f .Solidity is a means for haraterizing standard parameters. Fix a �nite set ofordinals p 2M and any ordinal � 2M . Let n be suh that !%n+1M � � < !%nM . LetW �;pM be the transitive ollapse of ~hn+1M (� [ fp� (� + 1)g) and � be the inverse tothe ollapsing map. W �;pM is alled the standard solidity witness to � with respetto M and p and � is the assoiated witness map . As � is �(n)1 -preserving, we haveM j= �n(i; �1; : : : ; �`; q) i� W �;pM j= �n(i; �1; : : : ; �`; �q)for every �1; : : : ; �` < � and i 2 !, where �n is the universal �(n)1 -formula �xedabove, q = p�(�+1) and �(�q) = q. A generalized solidity witness for � with respetto M and p is a pair hQ; ri, where Q � � is an aeptable J-struture, r 2 Q is a�nite set of ordinals andM j= �n(i; �1; : : : ; �`; q) �! Q j= �n(i; �1; : : : ; �`; r)for all �1; : : : ; �` < � and i 2 !. Clearly, W �;pM is a generalized solidity witness, butthe onverse need not hold. On the other hand, W �;pM 2 M i� M ontains somegeneralized solidity witness for � with respet to M and p. If p 2 P �M and for eah� 2 p there is a generalized solidity witness hQ; ri with respet to M and p suhthat hQ; ri is in M , then p = pM (and similarly for pnM ). We say that M is solid i�also the onverse holds, i.e. if every � 2 pM has a generalized solidity witness withrespet to M and p in M (similarly we de�ne n-solidity). Note that if M is solid,then pnM is a lengthening of pmM whenever m < n. Thus, if M is solid then M issound above � i� M = ~hn+1M (� [ fpMg) where n is suh that !%n+1M � � < !%nM .It follows easily that the statement \hQ; ri is a generalized solidity witness for �with respet to M and p" is �(n)1 . Hene, the property of being a generalized soliditywitness is preserved upward under �(n)1 -maps and downward under �(n)0 -maps. Westress that these preservation properties are typial for generalized solidity witnesses



10 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANand fail for standard solidity witnesses { this is the point of introduing generalizedsolidity witnesses. If M is solid and �(pM ) 2 P �N then �(pM ) = pN . We shall oftenuse one further riterion for preservation of the standard parameter whih we stateas a lemma on its own.Lemma 1.1 ([44℄). Suppose M is solid, p 2M is a �nite set of ordinals suh thatp\� = ? and M = ~hn+1M (�[fpg) for some n 2 !. If every � 2 p has a generalizedsolidity witness with respet to M and p that is an element of M , then p = pM ��.A parameter p 2 PnM is n-universal i� P(!%nM ) \ �M = P(!%nM ) \M where �Mis the transitive ollapse of ~hnM (!%nM [ fpg); note that !%n�M = !%nM in this ase.If n = ! we talk about universality. If pnM is n-universal, �M is alled the n-thore of M and is denoted by oren(M); the inverse to the orresponding ollapsingmap is alled the n-ore map. It follows that pnM ollapses to pn�M and the n-oremap is o�nal at the n-th level. If n = ! we talk about the ore of M , whih wedenote by ore(M), and the ore map. (Here p!M means pM .) More generally, if!%n+1M � � < !%nM then the transitive ollapse of ~hn+1M (� [ fpMg) is alled the oreof M above � and denoted by ore�(M); the inverse to the ollapsing map is alledthe assoiated ore map. Thus, if � = !%nM then ore�(M) = oren(M).Our onstrutions will utilize diret limits of diagrams of the form hM�; ����; �� �� < i where eah M� is aeptable and h����i���� is a system of ommuting mapssuh that for a �xed n 2 !, eah ���� : M�� !M� is �(n)0 -preserving. We are primarilyinterested in the ase where the diret limit of hM�; ����; �� � � < i is well-founded;suh a diret limit is represented by a unique aeptable struture M together withthe diret limit maps �� : M� ! M suh that eah ��(x) is the objet representedby the thread h���0(x); � � �0 < i. Then �� Æ���� = ��� and M = Sfrng(��); � < g.If, moreover, there are p� 2 PnM� suh that p� = ����(p��) whenever �� � � < , thenp = ��(p�) 2 PnM , all maps �� are �(n)0 -preserving and HmM = Sf�00� HmM� ; � < gwhenever m � n. One important property of the diret limit maps �� is that,although they are merely �(n)0 -preserving, they atually downward preserve �(n)1 -statements on a tail-end of . To see this, onsider a �(n)0 -formula '(v0; v1; : : : ; v`)and any a1; : : : ; a` 2M . If M j= (9zn)'(zn; a1; : : : ; a`) then there is an �0 <  suhthat for all � � �0 we have M� j= (9zn)'(zn; a1� ; : : : ; a�̀) where ��(ah� ) = ah. To seethis, pik a witness b 2 HnM suh that M j= '(b; a1; : : : ; a`) and an �0 suh that



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 11fb; a1; : : : ; a`g � rng(��0). Then b� = ��1� (b) 2 HnM� and M� j= '(b�; a1� ; : : : ; a�̀)whenever � � �0. The downward preservation property we just veri�ed guaran-tees that if � = ~hn+1M (�; p) and (�; p) = ��(��; p�), then �� ' ~hn+1M� (��; p�) is de�nedon an tail-end of  and � = ��(�). The point here is that ~hn+1M� is good, i.e. ithas a funtionally absolute de�nition. Sine �(n)1 -statements are automatiallydownward preserved under �(n)0 -preserving embeddings, the above argument atu-ally establishes the downward tail-end preservation for �(n)2 -statements. Thus, if (u1; : : : ; u`) is a �(n)2 -formula and M� j=  (a1� ; : : : ; a�̀) on an tail-end of , thenM j= (a1; : : : ; a`).Extenders and Coherent Strutures. Consider two transitive strutures Mand N that satisfy a suÆiently large fragment of ZFC. Given a o�nal elementaryembedding � : M ! N and a pair of ordinals �; � suh that � is the ritial pointof �, � 2 N is primitive reursively losed and the �0-hull of rng(�)[� is the entireN , the map F : P(�) \M ! P(�) de�ned byF (x) = �(x) \ �is the extender on M at (�; �) derived from �. Then � is the ritial point and � thelength of F , and we denote them r(F ) and �(F ), respetively. In this situation, Nis alled the ultrapower of M by F and we denote it by Ult(M;F ). Also, � is alledthe assoiated ultrapower map. The requirement that � is primitive resursivelylosed enables us to ode �nite tuples of ordinals below � by elements of � via theG�odel pairing funtion h�; �i 7! ��; ��.The term \ultrapower" here is not hosen aidentally; it is namely the asethat N is the transitive isomorph to the term model D (M;F ) resulting from theultrapower onstrution. The domain of D (M;F ) onsists of all equivalene lasses[�; f ℄ where � < �, f 2 M is a funtion with domain �, and the pair h�0; f 0i is inthe same equivalene lass as h�; fi just in ase that ��; �0� 2 F (f��; �0�; f(�) =f 0(�0)g). The prediates of the term model are then de�ned in the obvious way.We will often write � : M �!F Nto express that N = Ult(M;F ) and � is the assoiated ultrapower map.



12 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANA loser inspetion of the ultrapower onstrution reveals that in order to es-tablish the basi fats about Ult(M;F ) and � one needs merely a �nite list of�0-properties of F (see [44℄), so our de�nition of an extender is easily seen to beequivalent to the traditional one where an extender is presented as a oherent sys-tem of measures on � indexed by �nite subsets of �. Also in our ase it will beuseful to have suh a \loal" haraterization of extenders, i.e. a haraterizationthat does not make any referene to the ultrapower map. It an be shown that forprimitive reursively losed �, F is an extender on M at (�; �) just in ase thatF : P(�) \M �! P(�)and for every A1; : : : ; A`; B 2 P(�) \M , if B is primitive reursive in A1; : : : ; A`,then F (B) is primitive reursive in F (A1); : : : ; F (A`) by the same de�nition.For � < �, the measure fx � �; � 2 F (x)g is denoted by F�. Notie thatif we want to represent F as a oherent system of measures, these measures anbe indexed by ordinals below �, as � is primitive reursively losed. Given anyprimitive reursively losed �� < �, the \restrition" F j �� of F to �� is the uniqueextender at (�; ��) satisfying dom(F j ��) = dom(F ) and (F j ��)(x) = F (x) \ ��.An extender F at (�; �) is weakly amenable with respet to M i� the power set of� remains unhanged in the orresponding ultrapower, whih, in turn, is equivalentto the requirement that for every � < � and R 2M \P(���), the set of all � < �satisfying R00f�g 2 F� is an element of M . F is �1-amenable with respet to M ifeah F� is �1(M) for � < �, and F is lose to M i� it has both these properties.The de�nition of �1-amenability does not involve any uniformity, more preisely,for � 6= � it allows that F� is �1(M) in p and F� is �1(M) in q where p 6= q.Finally, F is whole i� �(�) = �. An ordinal �� < � is a utpoint of F i� F j �� iswhole.Reall that, sine � is the ultrapower map of M by F , eah x 2 N is of theform �(f)(�) for some f 2 �M \M and � < �. If x is an ordinal less than �(�),we an hoose f suh that f : � ! �, and if x � �(�) in the ultrapower, we anhoose f suh that f : �! P(�). In both ases, f an be reursively enoded intoa subset of �, and this oding is uniform. Also, the same applies to funtions fwith domain n� for some n 2 ! and range ontained in � or P(�). Hene, grantingthat F is whole, we an pretend that we are applying F instead of � to f and



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 13shall write F (f) instead of �(f). In this notation, for instane, if f : n� ! �and a 2 n�, we would write F (f)(a) for �(f)(a) instead of using the orret, butlumsy F (f�)��(a) where f� = f��1; : : : ; �n; ��; f(�1; : : : ; �n) = �g and g�� =fh�1; : : : ; �n; �i; ��1; : : : ; �n; �� 2 gg. In general, we will write g(�1; : : : ; �`) or g(x)instead of g(��1; : : : ; �`�) for any funtion g whose domain is ontained in ordinalsand any �nite sequene of ordinals x = h�1; : : : ; �`i, and g(�1; : : : ; �`; y) instead ofg(��1; : : : ; �`; �1; : : : ; �k�) where y = h�1; : : : ; �ki is a �nite sequene of ordinals.The expressions F (f)(�1; : : : ; �n), F (f)(a) and F (f)(�1; : : : ; �`; b) then have theobvious meaning. These expressions do make sense even if a, b are �nite sets ofordinals, as we an naturally view them as �nite inreasing sequenes.A J-struture M is oherent i� M is of the form hJA� ; F i where JA� is aeptable,F is a whole extender at (�; �) with dom(F ) = P(�) \ JA�� for some �� � �+M andJA� = Ult(JA�� ; F ). Thus, F need not be weakly amenable, but M is always anamenable struture. Clearly, F is weakly amenable i� �� = �+M (that is, i� F is anextender on M). If F happens to be weakly amenable, we shall sometimes write\F is a total extender on M" to stress this fat. The property of being a oherentstruture is a Q-property, i.e. there is a �xed Q-sentene  suh that for everytransitive struture M = hU; F i losed under forming singletons, M is a oherentstruture i� M j=  . On the other hand, the weak amenability of F annot beexpressed in a Q-fashion; it is genuinely �2. Notie also that the statement \�� is autpoint of F" is �1 over a oherent struture M = hJA� ; F i.Fine Ultrapowers. A �ne ultrapower of an aeptable J-struture M is obtainedby an ultrapower onstrution whih makes use not only of funtions that areelements of M , but also of those, whih are reasonably de�nable over M . If k � !,F is at (�; �) and n is suh that !%n+1M � � < !%nM , setting m = minfk; ng wede�ne �k(�;M) = ff : �!M ; f is a good �(m�1)1 (M)-funtiong;here we make a onvention that good �(�1)1 (M)-funtions are preisely those fun-tions that are elements of M . Notie that for eah k � ! we have �M \ M ��k(�;M) sine eah f 2 �M \M has a funtionally absolute �0-de�nition. So�0(�;M) = �M \M . Using funtions from �k(�;M) we build the term modelD k (M;F ) whih, provided that it is well-founded, gives rise to the k-ultrapower



14 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANUltk(M;F ) of M ; if k = ! we talk about the �-ultrapower Ult�(M;F ) and de-note the assoiated term model by D � (M;F ). We also write �(�;M) instead of�!(�;M) in this ase. The domain of D k (M;F ) onsists of all equivalene lasses[�; f ℄ where � < � and f 2 �k(�;M). The equivalene relation in question, as wellas the prediates of the term model are de�ned in the same manner as in the aseof ordinary ultrapowers (see above); that these de�nitions make sense follows fromthe fat that the de�nability degree of the funtions f is at most n� 1. Notie alsothat 0-ultrapowers are just ordinary ultrapowers, that is, ultrapowers, where thefuntions f are elements of M . To indiate that � is the orresponding ultrapowermap, we briey write � : M k�!F N; resp. � : M ��!F N:Analogously to the ase of ordinary ultrapowers, eah x 2 N is of the form �(f)(�)for some f 2 �k(�;M) and � < �.If k � 0, we have the  Lo�s theorem for �(m)0 -formulae, where m is as above. Thek-ultrapower map � is �(m)0 -preserving and �(i)2 -preserving for every i < m. Ifi < n then �(!%iM ) = !%iN . Moreover, if RmM is nonempty, then �(p) 2 RmN forevery p 2 RmM and � is �(m)0 o�nal, whih means that every x 2 HmN is of the form�(f)(�) for some f 2 HmM and � < �. In this ase, forming a k-ultrapower of M isequivalent to forming the orresponding (ordinary) ultrapower of the m-th redut(relative to some p 2 RmM ) and to additional lifting the assoiated ultrapower mapto M . For k = 0, the ultrapower map is always �0-preserving and o�nal. If F isweakly amenable or �1-amenable with respet to M or if hn;pM maps � onto �+Mfor some p, then the �-ultrapower map � is �(n)0 -preserving and o�nal (that is,o�nal at the n-th level); if F is lose to M , then � is fully ��-preserving.The ultrapower onstrution an be generalized in the sense that the role of anextender is played by a suÆiently preserving embedding; the resulting strutureis alled a pseudoultrapower. (Roughly speaking, this is the proess of derivingan extender and taking an ultrapower ombined into one.) More preisely, let� : JA� ! JB~� be �0-preserving and o�nal. Suppose that M = hJA� ; Ci and� = �+M . For k; n;m as above we let �k(�;M) = �k(�;M); if k = ! we writebriey �(�;M). Now the ultrapower onstrution an be arried out using � inplae of an extender and the orresponding version of the  Lo�s theorem will hold



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 15for the term model D k (M;�). If k = !, we write briey D � (M;�) and if k = 0, wesimply omit the supersript. Granted that the term model is well-founded, we antransitivize it to obtain a struture N = hJB� ; Di whih is an end-extension of JB~� ,and a map ~�k : M ! N extending �. We write ~� for ~�! . The map ~�, resp. ~�k, isalled the anonial extension, resp. k-extension, of � to M . Letting ~� = �(�), wehave ~� = ~�(�) = ~�+N . As in the ase of extenders, ~�k is always �(m)0 -preservingwhere m is as above and, if k = 0, also o�nal; moreover, for k > 0, this map is�(i)2 -preserving whenever i < m. If RmM is nonempty, then ~�k(p) 2 RmN for everyp 2 RmM and ~�k is �(m)0 o�nal. Furthermore, if hn;pM maps � onto � for some pthen ~� (note that k = ! here) is �(n)0 o�nal; but this is all we an say aboutpreservation properties of these maps in general. As before, eah x 2 N is of theform ~�k(f)(�) for some f 2 �k(�;M) and � < ~�; if x 2 HmN and ~�k is o�nal thenf an be hosen from HmM . Furthermore, there is an obvious relationship betweenthe k-pseudoultrapower of M and the (ordinary) pseudoultrapower of Mk;p forp 2 RkM . We shall often use the following riterion on the well-foundedness ofpseudoultrapowers (we only state the version useful for us where k = !). Its proofan be found in [44℄.Lemma 1.2 (Interpolation lemma). Let � : M ! N 0 be �(n)0 -preserving whereM;n; �; � are as above (in partiular, !%n+1M � � < !%nM ), let N 0 = hJB0� ; D0i,~� = �(�) and ~� = sup(�00�). Then the anonial extension ~� : M ! N of � � jJA� j :JA� ! JB0~� exists and there is a unique �0-preserving map �0 : N ! N 0 suh that� = �0Æ~� (thus, �0 � jJB0~� j = id and �0(~� ) = ~�+N 0). In fat, �0 is �(n�1)1 -preserving.Moreover, if ~� is �(n)0 -preserving and o�nal (i.e. o�nal at the n-th level) then �0is �(n)0 -preserving.Premie and Extender Models. The main objets of our interest are oher-ent strutures M = hJE� ; E!�i onstruted relative to an extender sequene E.The prediate E is not literally an extender sequene, but a set (lass) of triplesfh�; x; yi; � 2 On & x; y � Ong suh that, setting E� = fhx; yi; h�; x; yi 2 Eg,E� = ? whenever � is a suessor ordinal and, for a limit ordinal !�, E!� is eitherthe empty set or else an extender on JE� , that is, dom(E!�) = P(r(E!�)) \ JE� .For � � � we set M jj� = hJE� ; E!�i.



16 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANDe�nition ([13, 44℄). A potential premouse is an aeptable struture M of thefrom hJE� ; E!�i onstruted relative to an extender sequene satisfying:a) If � � � then either E!� is empty or else M jj� is a oherent struture andE!� is weakly amenable with respet to M jj�.b) If � < � then M jj� is sound.To understand the exat meaning of b), see the disussion onerning the initialsegment ondition below. The ordinal � is alled the height of M ; we denote it byht(M). To indiate that E is the extender sequene of M , we shall write EM . Itis lear that if E!� is an extender then !� = �. The top extender E!� is denotedby EMtop. Potential premie with top extenders are alled ative, those without topextenders are alled passive. It follows easily from a) that if N = Ult(M jj�; E�)then EN � � = E � �; sine � is a ardinal in N , we also have EN� = ?.De�nition. A premouse is a potential premouse whih satis�es the so-alled initialsegment ondition (ISC):If EM� 6= ? and �� is a utpoint of EM� , then EM� j �� 2M jj�.Given a potential premouse M and a � � ht(M), it follows easily that �(EM� ) isa ardinal in M i� EM� is superstrong in M . If �� is a utpoint of EM� then �� is alimit ardinal in M jj�. To see this, notie that the anonial map that embeds theoherent struture assoiated with EM� j �� into M jj� is �0-preserving and o�nal.Granting that M is a premouse, EM� j �� is a superstrong extender in M jj�. Thus,the existene of utpoints is a very strong large ardinal axiom under the initialsegment ondition.Extender models are models of the form L[E℄ onstruted relative to an extendersequene, whose eah proper initial segment is a premouse whih is weakly iterablein the sense spei�ed below.We shall onsider normal k-iterations of (potential) premie where k-ultrapowersare taken at suessor steps as de�ned in [13, 44℄. Let us briey reall the notation.If = is a normal iteration then T= is the tree struture indiating where the iterationmaps live, �i = �=i are the iteration indies and D= is the set of indies i for whihEMi�i 6= ?. We also set �i ' r(EMi�i ) and �i ' �(EMi�i ). Given an i 2 D=, theT -predeessor of i+ 1 is the least � 2 D= suh that �i < ��. Iterations are linear



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 17onatenations of normal iterations. At limit steps of an iteration we hoose ao�nal well-founded branh through T=; a funtion S whih piks suh branhesis alled iteration strategy. We say that M is (�; �; k)-S-iterable, resp. (�; �)-S-iterable if every k-iteration, resp. �-iteration of M aording to S of length lessthan � whih is a onatenation of less than � normal iterations an be ontinued.M is (�; �)-iterable if there is an iteration strategy (i.e. a �-iteration strategy) Ssuh that M is (�; �)-S-iterable; k-iterability is de�ned analogously. A premouseM is weakly iterable i� every ountable premouse elementarily embeddable into Mis (!1 + 1; !1)-iterable. This amount of iterability suÆes for developing the basi�ne struture theory of extender models along the lines of [13, 44℄.The initial segment ondition is imposed on premie in order to guarantee thetermination of the omparison proess. It would be therefore desirable that itis preserved under embeddings arising in ondensation arguments and ultrapoweronstrutions. Unfortunately, the initial segment ondition need not be downwardpreserved under maps that are merely �1-preserving. To overome this issue, wedivide the lass of ative premie into sublasses aording to the distribution ofutpoints of the top extender, and add a prediate for the utbak of EMtop to itslargest utpoint, provided that suh a utpoint exists. Obviously, this proedureinvolves expanding the language of premie. Originally, the language for premieontained merely the symbols �2; �E and �F naming the membership relation, ex-tender sequene and the top extender, respetively. The expanded language forpremie also ontains a prediate symbol for the utbak of the top extender to itslargest utpoint. As there is no danger of onfusion, we shall be a bit sloppy withthe notation and shall rarely notationally distinguish between the prediate symboland the orresponding prediate.Let us now turn to a more detailed desription of the expanded language forpremie. Given an ative potential premouse M , we let �M = �(EMtop) and CM bethe set of all utpoints of EMtop. We say that M is a type A premouse i� CM = ?,type B premouse i� CM is nonempty, but bounded in �M and type C premouse i�CM is unbounded in �M . For type B premie we we set ��M = max(CM ) and F �M =EMtop j��M . The standard way of treating type B premie (see e.g. [15℄) is to augmentthe language by adding a onstant symbol �F� whose interpretation is the objet



18 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANF �M . This has a onsequene that, for type B premie, the standard odes, Skolemfuntions, reduts and the standard parameter of M are to be omputed relativeto F �M . Note that the notion of soundness is also a�eted by this amendment; thisshould be kept in mind when dealing with lause b) in the de�nition of potentialpremouse. Of ourse, the projeta will be the same no matter whih of the twolanguages we hoose. The point of adding the symbol for F �M is to guarantee thatall embeddings of type B premie into potential premie have F �M in their ranges,and thus preserve the initial segment ondition. In order to simplify the notation, itwill be more onvenient to add the onstant symbol � denoting the index M of F �Minstead of adding �F� itself. This does make sense, as it follows by an easy oiterationargument (see [46℄) that F �M is on the EM -sequene. Clearly, M is de�nable fromF �M in a �1-fashion over M and vie versa, so all �ne strutural harateristisof M remain unhanged if the omputations are relative to M instead of F �M .Swithing from the language with �F� to that with � is therefore a purely osmetiissue. This ompletes the disussion of type B premie. In order to obtain a uniformterminology, we also add � to the language in the ase of type A, type C and passivepremie, but we always interpret it as ?. This trivial amendment to the languagedoes not bring anything new, of ourse, but will help us to simplify formulations inmany situations.Sine most of our arguments will be sensitive to the language we work with, it isonvenient to introdue the following terminology. The language for oherent stru-tures is the language ontaining the symbols �2 denoting the membership relation,�E denoting the extender sequene the struture is built from and �F denoting thetop extender of the struture. The language for premie will also ontain the addi-tional symbol � intended to denote the restrition of the top extender to its largestutpoint. Clearly, it does not make any di�erene whether we treat type A, type Cand passive premie in the language for oherent strutures or that for premie,and we will usually hoose the language for oherent strutures (whih is atuallymore natural).Let us �x a onvention that whenever we work with premie, the language inquestion will always be the language for premie, unless expliitly stated otherwise.For instane, the standard parameters and the Skolem funtions ~hnM and hn;pM are



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 19all omputed in the language for premie. Similarly, when we say \� : M ! M 0is �(n)` -preserving" where M and M 0 are two premie, we always mean the �(n)` -preservation with respet to the language for premie. In some ases, however, wewill ignore this onvention and write expliitly that the language in question is thelanguage for premie; the intention here is not to onfuse the reader, but rather tostress whih language we work with. Notie that if � : M ! M 0 is �0-preservingwith respet to the language for premie then M and M 0 are of the same type. Onthe other hand, if we onsider preservation properties with respet to the languagefor oherent strutures, it is, of ourse, possible that the premie in question are ofdistint types.The following two lemmata summarize basi fats onerning preservation of theinitial segment ondition. We reall that passive premousehood is aQ-ondition andative potential premousehood a �2-ondition, both in the language for oherentstrutures. Also, being a utpoint is a �1-ondition in the language for oherentstrutures. For any type C premouse M we have !%1M = �M and pM � �M , i.e.p1M = ?. That !%1M � �M is immediate. To see the onverse, we show that givenany � < �M and any A that is �1(M) in some p 2 [On℄<!, the intersetion A\� isin M . Choose ~� 2 CM large enough that � � ~� and p 2 rng(�); here � : ~M !M isthe anonial embedding of the oherent struture ~M assoiated with EMtop j ~� intoM . The map � is �1-preserving in the language for oherent strutures. Letting~A be the unique set that is �1( ~M) in ��1(p) by the same de�nition as A, the fatthat � � ~� = id guarantees that A \ � = ~A \ �. By the initial segment ondition,~M 2M , so ~A \ � 2M as well.Lemma 1.3. Let M = hJE� ; F i be an ative premouse, �M be a potential premouseof the same type as M and let � : �M !M be suh that one of the following holds:a) M is of type A or B and � is �1-preserving;b) M is of type C and � is �(1)0 -preserving or �2-preserving.Then �M is a premouse.For transitive ollapses of de�nable hulls we obtain the following analogue of theabove lemma.



20 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANLemma 1.4. Let M be and ative premouse and � : �M ! M be an unollapsingembedding assoiated with a �(n)1 -hull over M . Assume that one of the followingholds:a) n � 0 and M is of type A or B;b) n > 0 and M is of type C.Then �M is a premouse of the same type as M ; moreover, �(M ) = M 0 wheneverthey are of type B.Consistently with our onvention, a) and b) in the above lemmata talk aboutpreservation properties of � with respet to the language for premie. Reall againthat in the ase of type A or type C premie, there is no real di�erene betweenthe two languages.Lemma 1.5. Let M = hJE� ; F i be an ative premouse and let � : M !M 0 be suhthat one of the following holds:a) M is of type A or B and � is �2-preserving with respet to the language foroherent strutures;b) M is of type C and � is Q(1)-preserving with respet to the language foroherent strutures and !%1M 0 = �M 0 ;) � is �0-preserving with respet to the language for oherent strutures ando�nal, and maps �M o�nally into �(�M ).Then M 0 is a premouse of the same type as M ; moreover, �(M ) = M 0 wheneverthey are of type B.Steel's K-onstrution [37℄ an be arried out in the above setting and providesus with the extender model K whose initial segments are weakly iterable, whihenables us to give a �ne strutural analysis of the model. Moreover, granting thatthe set-theoreti universe is suÆiently rih, we an get a Woodin ardinal (see [13℄and [14℄) or even many Woodin ardinals in K. [1℄ desribes the largest knownK-model of this kind whih an be onstruted by present methods; it goes upto an externally measurable ardinal � that is a limit of Woodin ardinals andardinals strong up to �. With a di�erent, arefully-hosen indexing of extenders,one an get even further, slightly beyond a strong limit of Woodin ardinals. Thenext lemma summarizes all �ne strutural properties of extender models whih willbe needed for the onstrution of square sequenes. See [44℄ for the proof.



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 21Lemma 1.6 (Condensation lemma, [13, 44℄). Let �M and M be premie of the sametype where M is a level of L[E℄ and let � : �M !M be an embedding whih is bothardinal preserving and �(n)0 -preserving and suh that � � !%n+1�M = id. Then �Mis solid and pM is k-universal for every k 2 !. Furthermore, if �M is sound above� = r(�) then one of the following holds:a) �M = M and � = id;b) �M is a proper initial segment of M ;) �M = Ult�(M jj�; EM� ) where � � � < ht(M), � � !� and � = �+Mjj� where� = r(EM� ); moreover, EM� has a single generator �;d) �M is a proper initial segment of Ult(M;EM� ).The assumption that � is ardinal preserving is superuous unless n = 0, inwhih ase it annot be omitted. It might namely happen that �M , although beingof the form hJE�� ;?i where E = EM , is distint from M jj��, and so is not literally aninitial segment of M . By inspeting all ases that might our in the ondensationlemma, one an easily verify that this is the only way the ondensation lemma anfail if � fails to be ardinal preserving. Obviously, E�� 6= ? whenever this happens.It follows that the ordinal � in ) is in stritly less than �+M and that M jj�projets to �. Clause d) implies that EM� is a superstrong extender, as �(EM� ),being the ardinal predeessor of � in �M , is a ardinal in M . In fat, it is easy tosee that the set of all �� < �(EM� )+M suh that bothEM�� is a superstrong extender and �(E �M�� ) = �(EM� )is stationary in �M . Indeed, if  2 �M is losed and unbounded in � then �() is losedin M and has � as its limit point, so � 2 �(). Thus, � witnesses the statement\there is a � 2 �() suh that EM� is superstrong and �(EM� ) = �(EM� )" in M . Butthe aeptability ofM enables us to phrase this statement inside JE�(EM� )+M = �(J �E� )(here �E = E �M ), that is, in a �0-manner over M . It follows that  ontains someindex of a superstrong extender whose length is preisely �(EM� ).Dodd Parameters. The last ingredient needed in our main onstrution is someinformation onerning �ne strutural properties of the Dodd parameters of ertainextenders. A detailed aount of this topi an be found [46℄ where a more generalsituation is treated. For a sound mouse M = hJE� ; F i satisfying � = r(F ) <



22 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMAN!%1M < �M , we indutively de�ne a desending sequene of ordinals Æi as follows:Æ0i = the least Æ suh that every ordinal less than �M is of the formF (f)(Æ0; : : : ; Æi�1; �1; : : : �m) for some m 2 !, �1; : : : ; �m < Æ andf : �! � in M .If Æ0i is a suessor ordinal, we set Æi = Æ0i�1. As Æi is desending, after �nitely manysteps we reah an m suh that Æ0m is limit. Then Æ0m is alled the Dodd projetumand denoted by ÆM , and dM = fÆ0; : : : ; Æm�1g is the Dodd parameter of M . Thisis the traditional de�nition of the Dodd projetum and Dodd parameter. Notiethat M must be a type A or type B premouse, as !%1M < �M . If M is of type A,then dM = pM by an easy omputation. If M is of type B, one an show thatdM = pM [ eM where eM is de�ned below. In either ase, the Dodd projetumis equal to !%1M . Let us now turn to our oÆial de�nitions, whih will be moreonvenient for our purposes.De�nition ([46℄). Let M be an ative premouse suh that r(EMtop) < !%1M . Theparameter dM is the <�-least �nite set of ordinals d suh that M = h�M (!%1M [fdg),if de�ned. Here h�M is the anonial �1-Skolem funtion for M omputed in thelanguage for oherent strutures.The above de�nition is formulated for arbitrary ative premouse M ; if M hasa very good parameter, this de�nition is equivalent to the traditional de�nition.Clearly, dM \ !%1M = ?. Although it is obvious, let us stress again that the useof h�M in the above de�nition is vital; if we used hM instead, dM would be justthe least very good parameter from R1M . This is atually the ase whenever M isof type A or C, so the notion of Dodd parameter brings something new only fortype B premie.Dodd solidity witnesses are just solidity witnesses with respet to the languagefor oherent strutures. Thus, given an ordinal � � !%1M and a parameter p in[On\M ℄<!, the standard Dodd solidity witness �W �;pM for � with respet to p andM is the transitive ollapse of the hull h�M (� [ fp� (� + 1)g). The reader will noweasily formulate the de�nition of a generalized Dodd solidity witness. Obviously,all general fats about solidity witnesses apply to Dodd solidity witnesses. In par-tiular, �W �;pM 2 M just in ase that some generalized Dodd solidity witness withrespet to � and M is an element of M . A premouse M is Dodd solid i� dM is



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 23de�ned and �W �;dMM 2 M for every � 2 dM . Notie that if M is Dodd solid thendM is nothing but the standard parameter of M with respet to the language ofoherent strutures.De�nition. Let M be a type B potential premouse. The <�-least �nite set ofordinals e suh that M 2 h�M (!%1M [ fpM [ eg) is denoted by eM .Obviously, eM is always de�ned and eM � M + 1. We have already mentionedabove that in all relevant ases, the Dodd parameter dM an be omputed from thestandard parameter of M and the set of ordinals eM . It is of a great importanethat the onversion between the Dodd parameter and the standard parameter is �1and suÆiently uniform, whih guarantees that it is preserved under embeddingswith relatively weak preservation properties. Let us now formulate everything rig-orously. The following two lemmata summarize the main results onerning Doddparameters we will rely on.Lemma 1.7 ([46℄). Let M be an L[E℄-level of type B satisfying r(EMtop) < !%1M .Then dM is de�ned and:a) dM = (pM � !%1M ) [ eM .b) M is Dodd solid.Lemma 1.8 ([46℄). Let M be a type B premouse with r(EMtop) < !%1M and suhthat there is a �0-preserving embedding � : M ! N into an L[E℄-level N satisfying� � !%1M = id. Assume that d is a parameter satisfying:� d \ !%1M = ?.� M = h�M (!%1M [ fdg).� Every � 2 d has a generalized Dodd solidity witness with respet to d andM , that is an element of M .Thena) d = dM ;b) dM = (pM � !%1M ) [ eM ;) M is sound above !%1M .The preservation properties of � in the above lemma are, of ourse, formulatedwith respet to the language of premie. Thus, granting that M is ative, M andN must be of the same type.



24 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMAN2. Extender FragmentsThe onstrution of a �� sequene involves interpolation arguments whih, inturn, give rise to embeddings with low preservation degree. A typial example isan embedding � : �M ! M where M is an ative L[E℄-level, � is �0-preservingbut not o�nal and r(�) > r(EMtop)+M . The top prediate �F of �M is then anextender whih is not weakly amenable with respet to �M . In other words, somesubsets of r( �F ) whih are in �M are not measured by �F . This means that �M isnot even a potential premouse and our task is to �nd a orrespondene between �Mand some suitable level of L[E℄. Studying onnetions between strutures like �Mand levels of L[E℄ is the main issue addressed in the urrent setion. Strutureslike �M are alled protomie and their top extenders an be viewed as \fragments"of total extenders. It will turn out that the �ne ultrapower of the longest possibleinitial segment of �M by �F is a level of L[E℄ and we will disuss the relationshipbetween the de�nability over �M and its orresponding L[E℄-level. It is lear thateah protomouse is assoiated with at most one suh level, but the onverse isfalse in general, and our next task will be identifying the anonial protomie forollapsing L[E℄-levels of \loal" suessor ardinals.The reader should pay partiular attention to the de�nitions of divisor and strongdivisor to ome, as they will play important roles in identifying anonial protomie.These two notions were used already in the authors' earlier papers on square prin-iples in extender models but with di�erent terminology. Before launhing into thetehnialities, let us o�er a bit of motivating disussion. In order to explain themain ideas quikly, it will be neessary for us to be slightly inaurate, but onlyin this paragraph. As one familiar with Jensen's proof of �� in L would expet,we must onsider ordinals � < � � � where � is the largest ardinal in JE� andL[E℄ jj� is the ollapsing L[E℄-level for � , that is, � is a ardinal in L[E℄ jj� andL[E℄ jj� projets to �. Let us now fous on the ase where � is the �rst projetumof the ollapsing level M for � and r(EMtop) < �. As indiated in the previousparagraph, it is this ase that prevents a naive adaptation of Jensen's methodbeause the orresponding interpolation arguments give rise to protomie. Thereare, however, anonial lub subsets of � of order type # where � = r(EMtop) and# = �+L[E℄ � �. One suh lub set onsists of all ordinals of the form �� = �+N



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 25where N = Ult(M jj �; F ), � < � < # and F is the restrition of EMtop to sets inM jj � and oordinates from � [ dM . We may make additional assumptions about�, for example, that M jj � projets to �. This allows us to read o� that N projetsto � and pN = �(pM jj �) [ q where � : M jj � ! N is the ultrapower map and qis the parameter represented by the identity funtion on oordinate dM . It is alsotrue that max(q) < �(�) � min(�(pM jj �)). Moreover, F is the extender derivedfrom the Mostowski ollapse of the hull of �[�(pM jj �) taken inside N . IdentifyingF in this way over N (but without referene to EMtop!) is key to our proof of theohereny of our ultimate square sequene. Suh an F will turn out to be the topextender of some protomouse arising in one of the interpolation arguments in theourse of the main onstrution. We all the pair (�; q) a divisor of N sine it hasthe data needed to identify F . The hallenge is in knowing whih divisor to use;what we have said so far does not seem to be enough to guarantee a unique hoie.A ertain additional losure ondition on the ordinals � will ensure that (�; q) is aso-alled strong divisor of N . This will make possible a unique hoie of divisor.From now on we shall work in L[E℄ and �x a ardinal � for whih we intend toonstrut a ��-sequene. Throughout this setion we assume that� � < �+ is suh that � is the largest ardinal in JE� .� N is the ollapsing level for � . More preisely, N is a level of L[E℄, � is aardinal in N and !%!N = �;� n = n(N) is suh that !%n+1N � � < !%nN .Premie and Protomie. Given a oherent struture M = hJE� ; F i, let #(M)be the least # suh that dom(F ) � JE# . Then � = r(F ) is the largest ardinal inJE#(M). If #(M) < �+M , we de�ne N�(M) to be the ollapsing level of #(M) in M .De�nition. A protomouse is a oherent strutureM = hJE� ; F i suh that N(M) =Ult�(N�(M); F ) is a level of L[E℄. M is a ollapsing protomouse for � i� N(M)is the ollapsing L[E℄-level for � .De�nition. A pair (�; q) is a divisor of N i� there is an ordinal � = �N (�; q) suhthat, setting r = pN � q, the following holds:a) � � � < � < !%nN ;b) q = pN \ �;) ~hn+1N (� [ frg) \ !%nN is o�nal in !%nN ;



26 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANd) � = min �On \ ~hn+1N (� [ frg)� ��.In the next ouple of paragraphs, we shall assume that (�; q) is a divisor of Nand that r = pN � q. So r = pN � �.Let N� be the transitive ollapse of ~hn+1N (� [ frg) and � : N� ! N be theassoiated unollapsing map; � is learly �(n)0 -preserving and o�nal, � = r(�) (so� is regular in N�) and � = �(�). Notie also that � > � , as otherwise �, beingthe largest ardinal in JE� , would also be in ~hn+1N (� [ frg) � �, thus ontraditinglause d) above. Furthermore,(1) � is both inaessible in N� and a limit ardinal in L[E℄.Consequently, � is inaessible in N . To see (1), it suÆes to show that � is a limitardinal in N�; the rest follows from the preservation properties of the map � andaeptability. Pik a �� < �; then N j= (9� < �)(�� < � & � is a ardinal in JE� ), asis witnessed by � . Sine this statement is downward preserved under �, hoosing ��arbitrarily large below � yields that JE� doesn't have a largest ardinal. So � is alimit ardinal in N�, as N� is aeptable.From the fat that � is an embedding arising from ollapsing of a �(n)1 -hull in Nand Lemma 1.4 we obtain(2) N� is a premouse of the same type as N .This is immediate whenever N is passive or ative of type A or B. If N is of type C,we have to verify that n > 0. However, if n = 0 then �N = �, so there are noardinals in N stritly between � and !%0N = On \N . Sine �(�; q) is a ardinalin N , we have a ontradition with a) in the de�nition of divisor.Set p� = ��1(r). Then N� = ~hn+1N� (� [ fp�g), whih together with (1) yields(3) !%!N� = !%n+1N� = � < !%nN� and p� 2 RnN� = R�N� :Let F be the extender at (�; �) derived from �, i.e.(4) F = � � (P(�) \N�):Lemma 2.1. � : N� ��!F N .Proof. De�ne an embedding � : D � (N�; F )! N by �([�; f ℄) = �(f)(�) for � < �and f 2 �(�;N�). The map � is �0-preserving by the  Lo�s theorem, so D � (N�; F )



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 27is well-founded, and we identify it with its transitive isomorph �N . Let �� be theassoiated ultrapower map. Then � = � Æ �� and �� is �(n)0 -preserving and o�nal, asN� has a very good parameter, namely p�. From the o�nality of �, using the  Lo�stheorem for �(n)0 -formulae we infer that � is �(n)0 -preserving. Finally, the o�nalityof � guarantees that � is in fat �(n)0 -preserving and o�nal.Notie that � [ fpNg � rng(�), as �(��(p�)) = r = pN � � and � is the identityon �. By the disussion in the previous paragraph, � is �(n)1 -preserving, so N =~hn+1N (� [ fpNg) � rng(�). This proves that � is an isomorphism. It follows that�N = N , � = id and �� = �. ut(Lemma 2.1)Lemma 2.2. N� is sound.Proof. For ative N� we an assume w.l.o.g. that �N� > �, as otherwise theonlusion is immediate. Let �N� be the ore of N� and ��� the ore map. We willshow that �N� = N� and ��� = id. The proof of (2) with �N� and � Æ ��� in plae ofN� and � yields that �N� is a premouse. Let # = �+N� . We observe:(5) E �N� � # = EN� � # = E � # and # = �+ �N� :To see that EN� � # = E � #, notie that there are o�nally many � in # suh thatN� jj � projets to �. Given any suh �, the map � � N� jj � : N� jj � ! N jj�(�)is fully elementary, so the assumptions of the ondensation lemma are met, as� � � = id and N� jj � is sound. From the possibilities given by the ondensationlemma, we an easily rule out ) and d), as these require r(�) to be a suessorardinal in N�. In order to rule out a), pik an a � � whih is in N� but notin N� jj �, and observe that a = �(a) \ � 2 N . It follows that N� jj � is a properinitial segment of N . As � < # an be hosen arbitrarily large, we have the desiredonlusion.Set �# = �+ �N� . The argument from the previous paragraph with �N� and � Æ ���in plae of N� and � yields that E �N� � �# = E � �#. So the sequenes E �N� � �# andEN� � # are ompatible in the sense that one of them is an initial segment of theother.The preservation properties of ��� obviously yield the inlusion P(�) \ �N� jj �# �P(�) \ N� jj#. The universality of pN� , guaranteed by the ondensation lemma,implies that the onverse also holds, so �# = #. ut(5)



28 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANIt follows that F measures all subsets of � whih are in �N�, so we an attemptto apply F to �N�. De�ne an embedding � : D ( �N� ; F )! N by�([�; f ℄) = �(���(f))(�)for � < � and f 2 �(�; �N�). Given a �0-formula ' together with ordinals�0; : : : ; �` < � and f0; : : : ; f` 2 �(�; �N�), the  Lo�s theorem yieldsD ( �N� ; F ) j= '([�0; f0℄; : : : [�`; f`℄) i� ��0; : : : ; �`� 2 F (u)where u = f��0; : : : ; �`� 2 � ; �N� j= '(f0(�0); : : : ; f`(�`))g= f��0; : : : ; �`� 2 � ; N� j= '(���(f0)(�0); : : : ; ���(f`)(�`))g:Sine F is an extender derived from �, the right side of the above equivaleneis equivalent to N j= '(�(���(f0))(�0); : : : ; �(���(f`))(�`)). This proves that � isstruture preserving. Consequently, D � ( �N�; F ) is well-founded, so we an identifyit with its transitive isomorph �N . Also, let �� be the assoiated ultrapower map.From the de�nition of ��� we easily get(6) � Æ �� = � Æ ���:The map �� is �(n)0 -preservning and o�nal; this follows from the fat that �N�has a very good parameter, namely the ���-preimage of pN� . The argument fromthe previous paragraph now goes through for �(n)0 -formulae; of ourse, this time wehave to use the orresponding version of the  Lo�s theorem. Consequently, � is �(n)0 -preserving. The universality of pN� implies that ��� is �(n)0 -preserving and o�nal,whih together with the o�nality of � and (6) yields that � is �(n)0 -preserving ando�nal as well.We next onlude that �N is a premouse of the same type as �N�. (Obviously,the ase of passive �N� is not an issue.) This time we make use of the upwardpreservation properties of ��. First assume that �N� is of type A or B. If !%1�N� > �,we appply a) of Lemma 1.5, otherwise we use lause ). That all onditions are metfollows from the properties of �ne ultrapowers. Now assume that �N� is of type C.Notie that the assumption � < � �N we made at the beginning implies � < � �N� , sowe automatially have !%1�N� > �. The properties of �ne ultrapowers guarantee that



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 29�� is Q(1)-preserving (this requires to disuss the ases n = 1 and n > 1 separately),so we an apply lause ) of Lemma 1.5.Set �p� = p �N� . The universality of pN� guarantees that that ���(�p�) = pN�and that �N� is sound. We also have the solidity of �N�, whih follows from theondensation lemma and the fat that � Æ ��� : �N� ! N is �(n)0 -preserving. Usingthe preservation properties of �� we infer that �N = ~hn+1�N (� [ f��(�p�g) and for every� 2 �p�, the struture ��(W�;�p��N� ) is a generalized witness to ��(�) with respet to��(�p�) and �N . This yields the inequality !%n+1�N � � and, together with Lemma 1.1,also the identity ��(�p�) = p �N � � and the soundness of �N above �.Let � be the ardinal suessor of � in N . The agreement in (5) guarantees that(7) � = �+ �N and E �N � � = E � �:We now apply the ondensation lemma to �N;N and �. Notie that neither of b),) and d) is the ase: Otherwise we would have �N 2 N jj �, as follows from thefat, given by the disussion in the previous paragraph, that �N an be enodedinto a �(n)1 ( �N) subset of �. But then � would be ollapsed in N , ontraditing (7).Thus, �N = N and � = id. As a onsequene we obtain that �N� is the transitiveollapse of ~hn+1�N (� [ fp �N � �g) = ~hn+1N (� [ fpN � �g) and �� that is the assoiatedunollapsing map. Hene �N� = N� and �� = �. Finally, (6) yields that ��� = id, soN� is sound. ut(Lemma 2.2)Lemma 2.3. N� is a proper initial segment of N , and thus the ollapsing level for# = �+N� . Moreover, setting � = �(#), the strutureM = hJE� ; F i is a protomouse,N(M) = N and #(M) = # (so N�(M) = N�).Proof. The fat that � is �(n)0 -preserving together with (3) and Lemma 2.2 guar-antee that we an apply the ondensation lemma to � : N� ! N . Clauses ) and d)an be ruled out immediately, as they would imply that � is not a limit ardinal inN�, whih ontradits (1). Clause a) is obviously false for � < �. For � = � notiethat q 6= ?, as � =2 rng(�). Then rng(�) is ontained in rng(��), where � = max(q)and �� is the witness map for �. This means that N�, being sound, an be enodedinto a �(n)1 (W �N ) subset of �. Thus, N� 2 N , whih rules out a) also in this ase.It follows that b) must hold, i.e. N� must be a proper initial segment of N . Therest of the proof is obvious. ut(Lemma 2.3)



30 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANFrom now on we are �xing the notation: Unless spei�ed otherwise, the symbols�; #; �; �; q; r and N� will have the same meaning as in the previous lemmata.There is a lass of L[E℄-levels whih resemble protomie in many respets. Forinstane, they look very muh like protomie with the only di�erene that theirtop extenders are total. Also, we will treat them the same way as protomie. Weshall see later that the reason why we have to introdue protomie is preisely theexistene of suh levels.De�nition. The L[E℄-level N is pluripotent i� N is ative, r(ENtop) < � and!%1N = �.In the next subsetion, we will develop �ne struture theory for protomie. Thelanguage of protomie will onsist of the membership prediate, prediate for theextender sequene and that for the top prediate. In other words, it will be thelanguage for oherent strutures. Protomie typially arise in interpolation argu-ments where the target struture is a pluripotent L[E℄-level. In order to give auniform de�nition of square sequenes, we will therefore need to do ertain �nestrutural omputations for type B levels in the language for oherent strutures,i.e. without referring to N . Equivalently, we will need some information about theDodd parameter. (The Dodd projetum is � in this ase, as is explained in thepreliminaries.)A pluripotent N is of type C exatly when �N = �. This means that � is �1-de�nable over N , so N annot have any divisors. If N is of type A then dM = pM .ForN of type B, there are two ways how to determine divisors: We an use either thestandard parameter pN and the language for premie, or else the Dodd parameterdN and the language for oherent strutures. The interpolation arguments that areapplied in the onstrution of square sequenes will fore us to use both, whih mightbadly injure the uniformity of the de�nition of these sequenes. Lukily, the twoways of determining the divisor turn out to be equivalent: The divisors determinedby Dodd parameter exatly agree with those determined by the standard parameterwith the only exeption: The \divisor" (�; dN ) does not have any ounterpart whenusing the standard parameter instead of the Dodd parameter. We shall prove this inthe next series of lemmata. Before stating these lemmata notie that for pluripotent



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 31N , the requirements(8) �N \ h�N (� [ fdN � qg) ontains an ordinal larger than ��N� > �are equivalent where N� is the transitive ollapse of h�N (� [ fdN � qg).Lemma 2.4. Let N be pluripotent of type B and let (�; q) be suh that a) { d) ofthe de�nition of divisor hold with h�N in plae of ~hn+1N and dN in plae of pN (notethat n = 0). Suppose further that �N� > � (see (8)). Then N 2 h�N (�[fdN �qg),so the transitive ollapse N� of this hull is a type B premouse.Proof. Let � : N� ! N be the unollapsing map assoiated with the above hull.Then !%!N� = !%1N� = � and p� = ��1(r) is a very good parameter for N� relativeto the language for oherent strutures. This is just enough to make the proof ofLemma 2.1 go through. Thus, N = Ult(N�; F ) where F is the extender derivedfrom � and � is the ultrapower map. We stress one again that, by the fat that the�rst projetum drops to �, this ultrapower is oarse (that is, it uses only funtionsthat are elements of N�).We �rst show that the largest utpoint ��N of ENtop is in the range of �. Reallthat �N� > �. Notie also that �� def= r(ENtop) < �, as �� 2 rng(�). The embedding�, being a oarse ultrapower map, is ontinuous at all ordinals of N�-o�nality otherthan �. In partiular, � is ontinuous at �N� , so � maps �N� o�nally into �N .The potential premouse N� annot be of type C, as otherwise �00CN� would be aset of utpoints of ENtop o�nal in �N . This is impossible, as N is of type B. If N�were of type A, there would be unboundedly many ordinals of the form EN�top(f)(��)in �N� where f : �� ! �� is an element of N�. By the preservation properties of�, we would have unboundedly many ordinals of the form ENtop(f)(��) in �N wheref : ��! �� ranges over funtions in N (note that P(��) \N� = P(��) \N). In otherwords, N would be of type A, whih is impossible as well. So N� is of type B and�(��N�) is a utpoint of N . The same argument we used to rule out the possibilitythat N� is of type A then shows that �(��N�) = ��N . Now if ��N� < �, then alsoN < � and it is easy to see that N� = N . From now on suppose that ��N� � �.Thus, ��N � � def= �(�).By the initial segment ondition, ENtop j��N = ENN , so Ult(JE�# ; ENtop j��N ) = JENwhere �# = ��+N = ��+N� . Let � be the assoiated ultrapower map. Let further



32 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANJE�� = Ult(JE�# ; EN�top j��N�) with the assoiated ultrapower map ��. Our next taskis to show:(9) JE�� is an initial segment of N�, that is, E� = EN� � �.Given a � < � suh that Q� = JE�� jj � projets to ��N� , we show that Q� isan initial segment of N�. Sine there are unboundedly many suh ordinals � in�, this proves (9). A standard approah here would be to observe that Q� anbe embedded into a proper initial segment of N� and then apply the ondensationlemma. However, we restrit ourselves to make use of Lemma 1.6 instead of the fullondensation lemma, so we an only onsider embeddings whose target struturesare L[E℄-levels. For this reason we have to do some extra work.Let ~�� be the ultrapower map assoiated with Ult(JE�# ; EN�top). Pik a #0 < �#suh that �� is the largest ardinal in JE#0 , the embedding �� maps #0 o�nally into��(#0) def= �0 and � < �0. This is possible, sine there are unboundely many ordinals#0 in �# satisfying the former two requirements (obviously, �� is ontinuous at anyordinal of N�-o�nality stritly smaller than �). It is also easy to see that ~��maps #0 o�nally into ~��(#0) def= ~�0. We know that N� is an amenable struture, so~F � = EN�top � (P(��) \ JE#0) 2 N�. Let F � = ~F � j��N� . A standard argument showsthat our hoie of #0 guarantees that ~�� � JE#0 and �� � JE#0 are the ultrapower mapsassoiated with Ult(JE#0 ; ~F �) and Ult(JE#0 ; F �), respetively. De�ne an embedding��� : JE��0 ! JEN�~�0 in the usual way, i.e. ���(��(f)(�)) = ~��(f)(�) for f 2 JE#0 withdom(f) = �� and � < ��N� . Then ��� is �0-preserving and o�nal, has ritial point��N� and ��� 2 N�. By applying � we obtain that �(���) : �(JE��0 ) ! JE�(~�0) is �0-preserving and o�nal and has ritial point ��N . Letting ~Q� = N� jj ���(�), we seethat �(���) � �(Q�) : �(Q�) ! �( ~Q�) is fully elementary and also the remainingassumptions of the ondensation lemma are met. Exatly as in the proof of (5) weinfer that �(Q�) = N jj�(�). So Q� is an initial segment of N� by the preservationproperties of �. This ompletes the proof of (9).A standard veri�ation yields that �� : ��(f)(�) 7! �(f)(�(�)) is an embeddingof JE� into JEN whih is �0-preserving and o�nal, and whih agrees with � up to��N� . We improve this by further showing that, in fat, �� and � agree up to �,



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 33whih has an immediate onsequene that(10) � maps � o�nally into N .By the basi properties of ultrapowers, eah � < � an be written in the formotp(�(f)(�)) where f : �� ! P(��) is in N� and � < ��N� . Aording to ouronvention introdued in the preliminaries (see the subsetion on extenders andoherent strutures), we an think of f as the set of all G�odel pairs��; �� satisfying� 2 f(�) and write EN�top j��N� instead of ��. We obtain:�(�) = �(otp[(EN�top j��N�)(f)(�)℄) = �(otp[(EN�top(f) \ ��N�)(�)℄) == otp[(ENtop(f) \ ��N )(�(�))℄ = otp[(ENtop j�N )(f)(�(�))℄ = ��(�):Sine ��N� is the largest ardinal in JE�� , (9) guarantees that � � (��N�)+N� .We show that � is atually stritly smaller than (��N�)+N� . Reall that � > �.If � were the ardinal suessor of ��N� in N� then �, being a oarse ultrapowerembedding, would map � o�nally into the N -ardinal �(�). But (10) tells usthat the o�nal image of � under � is N , and this is ertainly not a ardinal inN , as it indexes an extender on E.Finally we are ready to show that N 2 rng(�). Assume for a ontradition thatthis is not the ase. Then �(�) > N , as follows from (10). For the rest of theproof, let �Q be the ollapsing level for � in N� and Q = �( �Q). Notie that Q isan initial segment of N , and thus an L[E℄-level. So the preservation properties of� guarantee that �Q is a premouse that is sound and solid. By our assumptions, �Qprojets to ��N� and � = (��N�)+ �Q. The interpolation lemma guarantees that theanonial extension ~� : �Q! ~Q of � � JEN�� : JEN�� ! JEN to �Q exists and is �(m)0 -preserving and o�nal where m is suh that !%m+1�Q � ��N� < !%m�Q . The o�nalityof ~� follows from the soundness of �Q. Moreover, letting ~p def= ~�(p �Q), standard �nestrutural omputations yield:� !%m+1~Q � ��N < !%m~Q ;� ~hm+1~Q (��N [ f~pg) = ~Q;� ~�(W ��;p �Q�Q ) is a generalized solidity witness for � = �( ��) with respet to ~Qand ~p whenever � 2 ~p, and this witness is an element of ~Q.



34 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANFinally, there is a �(m)0 -preserving map �0 : ~Q! Q whih is the identity on N and�0(N ) = �(�).In order to be able to use the ondensation lemma, we must verify that ~Q isa premouse. This is ertainly true if �Q is passive or !%1�Q > ��N� , as in this asewe an diretly apply a) or b) of Lemma 1.5. The map ~� is easily seen to be �2-preserving and, if �Q is of type C, also Q(1)-preserving; in the latter ase we also have!%1~Q = � ~Q (this, atually requires a disussion of two ases, namely !%2�Q = ��N�and !%2�Q > ��N�). Now suppose that �Q is ative and its �rst projetum drops to��N� . Let �� and �� be the ritial point of E �Qtop and its �Q-suessor, respetively.If �� > ��N� , then ~�, being a oarse pseudoultrapower embedding, maps �� o�nallyinto ~�(�� ). If �� < ��N� , then �� is in fat a suessor ardinal in N�, as ��N� is a limitardinal in N�. So �, being a oarse ultrapower embedding, maps �� o�nally to�(�� ) and the same is true with ~� in plae of �, as ~� is an extension of �. In eitherase, the top extender of ~Q is weakly amenable, so ~Q is a potential premouse. Theo�nality of �00�� in �(�� ) also guarantees that � �Q > ��N� , as otherwise ht( �Q) = �and �(�) would be the o�nal image of � under �. By (10), the latter is nothingother than N , so N 2 rng(�), whih ontradits our initial assumption. Hene� �Q > ��N� , and the premousehood of ~Q then follows from ) of Lemma 1.5.At last we an apply the ondensation lemma to �0 : ~Q ! Q. Here we willsubstantially use the fat that N 2 ~Q and the onsequene N = r(�0). To seethis, it suÆes to show that � 2 �Q. But ht( �Q) = � is only possible if �Q is ative,sine JE�� is a ZFC�-model. Then �( �Q) = ��N� , and the argument from the endof the previous paragraph yields a ontradition. Option a) in the ondensationlemma is impossible, as �+ ~QN = N < �(�) = �+QN . Option b) fails, as N indexesan extender in Q but, being a ~Q-ardinal, annot index any extender in ~Q. Option) is false, as ~Q is sound above �N . Finally, option d) annot our as ~Q projetsto �N , while N is a ardinal in Ult(Q;EN ). This yields the desired ontraditionand ompletes the proof of the lemma. ut(Lemma 2.4)Lemma 2.5. Let N be pluripotent of type B and let (�; q) be as in the previouslemma. Assume further that �N� > �. Then q = pN \ �. Moreover, eN and Nare �1(N)-de�nable one from the other with respet to the language for oherent



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 35strutures, and using only parameters from � [ frg where r = pN � �. It followsthat (�; q) is a divisor.On the other hand, if N is pluripotent of type B and (�; q) is a divisor of N suhthat �N� > �, then eN 2 rng(�) where � = �N (�; q). Moreover, we have the sameonlusion regarding the relationship between eN and N as before.Proof. We only give a proof of the former; the latter follows by a similar and, infat, simpler argument. It follows from the previous lemma that M is in the rangeof �. If N < � then N < �, sine no ordinals from [�; �) are in the range of �. Sothere is nothing to prove, as dN = pN and eN = ?. From now on assume N � �;the argument we have just given yields N � �.Let �� be, as in the proof of the previous lemma, the ommon ritial point ofENtop and EN�top and let e0 = eN ��. From Lemma 1.7 we obtain r[e0 = dN ��, andfrom the previous lemma we have N 2 h�N(�[ fr; e0g). If eN = ?, the onlusionsof the urrent lemma follow immediately. So suppose that eN is nonempty. We nowborrow Lemma 2.14 from the next subsetion. We found it more natural to plae thelemma there, although it states a general fat about pluripotent L[E℄-levels whihdepends merely on elementary properties of premie. As N is in h�N (� [ fr; e0g),there is an f : ��! �� suh that N = ENtop(f)(r; e0; �) for some � < �. From the fatthat r � pN and eN is the ��-least d with the property that N = ENtop(f)(pN ; d; �)for some f as above and � < � we immediately obtain eN �� e0. Hene eN = e0, ase0 � eN . This shows that q = pN \ �. Also, it is lear that N is �1(N)-de�nablefrom parameters in � [ fr; eNg.We now show that eN 2 h�N (� [ fr; Ng). Let e be the ��-least �nite set ofordinals in h�N (� [ fr; Ng) suh that N = ENtop(f)(r; e; �) for some f : ��! �� and� < �. If eN 6= e, then eN <� e, so there is a g : ��! �� suh that eN witnesses thestatement (9x; �)[x <� d & � < �0 & N = ENtop(g)(r; x; �)℄holds in N where �0 = min(h�N (� [ fr; Ng) � �). To see that � an be boundedby �0, note that �0 � � > �, as h�N(� [ fr; Ng) � h�N(� [ fr; eNg) and � an beertainly bounded by �. Notie also that g 2 h�N (�[fr; Ng). The above statement,being �1, is then witnessed by some e0 and � from h�N(�[fr; Ng). Obviously, suhan � is smaller than �. So e was not hosen minimally after all. Contradition.



36 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANThe argument just given shows thathN (� [ frg) = h�N (� [ fr; Ng) = h�N(� [ fr; eNg);so q is a divisor of N . ut(Lemma 2.5)It only remains to disuss the ase where �N� = �; it is lear that q = dN in thisase. By the proof of (1), � is inaessible in L[E℄ both in Lemma 2.3 as well as inthe following lemma. Furthermore, if � is the assoiated unollapsing map and Fthe derived extender, then N = Ult�(N�; F ) = Ult(N�; F ) and � turns out to bethe assoiated ultrapower map, as follows from the proof of Lemma 2.1.Lemma 2.6. Let N be pluripotent and � � � be suh thata) h�N (�) is o�nal in N ;b) � def= min(h�N (�)� �) = �N .If N� is the transitive ollapse of h�N (�), then N� = N jj# where # = ht(N�) =�+N�. Moreover, we an de�ne a protomouse M(N) similarly as in Lemma 2.3.Proof. As before, � = r(�) where � is as above. We observe that � is a utpoint ofENtop. This follows from the equality ENtop(f)(�) = EN�top(f)(�) < � for f : ��! �� and� < � whih, in turn, is a onsequene of the fat that � = r(�). So N� is a properinitial segment of N by the initial segment ondition. Clearly, �+N� = ht(N�).Notie also that N� an be of type A or C even if N is of type B in this ase.ut(Lemma 2.6)The disussion in the previous three lemmata guarantees that the following def-inition is onsistent with our earlier de�niton of divisor.De�nition. Given a pluripotent N , a pair (�; q) is a divisor of N i� a) { d) ofour earlier de�nition hold with h�N and dN in plae of ~hn+1N and pN , respetively.The protomouse assoiated with the divisor (�; q) of N is denoted by N(�; q)and its top extender by FN (�; q). The further auxiliary parameters assoiated withN and (�; q) are denoted in the obvious way, i.e. we write #N (�; q) for #(N(�; q)),�N (�; q) for the assoiated ultrapower map �, �N (�; q) for �(�) = �(F ), r(�; q) forr = pN � q = �(pN�), �N (�; q) for �(#N (�; q)), et. If N is lear from the ontextwe omit the subsript; this applies also to the notation whih will be introduedlater.



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 37Let us �nally stress that for an ative L[E℄-level N we have the equivalene(11) �N�(�;q) > � i� �N (�; q) < �N ;whih is obvious by (8). Notie this statement provides us with a nontrivial pieeof information only if N is pluripotent. Also, �N (�; q) = �N implies that N ispluripotent.De�nability: Premie versus Protomie. For our �xed loal suessor � , theassoiated ollapsing level N is the objet of our primary interest. As we havealready indiated, some arguments will require us to replae this ollapsing levelby a protomouse, say M . What will be important for us later is the ability to talkabout N in the language of the struture M and vie versa. We now develop auniform proedure whih provides suh a translation. Also, our later appliationswill require that suh a translation proedure between M and N works even in thoseases where N is not neessarily an L[E℄-level. Thus, unless spei�ed otherwise,throughout this subsetion we shall assume:A) M = hJE� ; F i is a oherent struture suh that JE� is a premouse all ofwhose proper initial segments are solid and F is an extender at �; �;B) # < �+M , � is the largest ardinal in JE# , dom(F ) = P(�) \ JE# and N� isthe ollapsing level for # in M ;C) !%n+1N� � � < !%nN� ;D) � : N� ��!F N .This is ertainly true of any L[E℄-level N and N(�; q) where (�; q) is a divisorof N . Notie also that N�, being a proper initial segment of JE� , is sound andsolid. This means that � is �(n)0 -preserving and o�nal. Setting r = �(pN�), weobtain N = ~hn+1N (� [ frg), so !%n+1N � �. Also, eah � 2 r has a generalizedsolidity witness in N with respet to r and N , namely �(W ��;pN�N� ) where �� is the�-preimage of �. By Lemma 1.1, r = pN � � whenever N is solid, in partiular,whenever N is an L[E℄-level. Reall that if N is ative, then N� and N are of thesame type whenever �N (�; q) < �N .Lemma 2.7. Assume N is either passive or else �N (�; q) < �N . Let '(v0; : : : ; v`)be a �(n)1 -formula in the language for premie. There is a �1-formula '�(v0; : : : ; v`)in the language for oherent strutures suh that for every tuple x1; : : : ; x` 2 JE� we



38 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANhave N j= '(r; x1; : : : ; x`) i� M j= '�(#; x1; : : : ; x`)If N is ative with �N (�; q) = �N then an analogous onslusion holds for any�1-formula '(v1; : : : ; v`) in the language for oherent strutures: There is a �1-formula '�(v0; : : : ; v`) in the language for oherent strutures suh that for everytuple x1; : : : ; x` 2 JE� we haveN j= '(x1; : : : ; x`) i� M j= '�(#; x1; : : : ; x`)Moreover, the formula '� depends only on ' and is independent of M . In fat,'� e�etively omputable from '.Proof. If N is as in the �rst part of the lemma and ative then N� and N are of thesame type, so it does make sense to use the language for premie, as the onstantsymbol � is interpreted in the same way in both N� and N . In the seond part ofthe lemma, however, the two strutures might be of di�erent types; this explainswhy we demand that ' is a formula in the language for oherent strutures.We give a proof of the �rst part of the lemma where N is either passive or�N (�; q) < �N , as the proof of the seond part is similar. Furthermore, we willfous on the speial ase where eah xi is an ordinal less than �, and write �iinstead of xi. The same argument proves the lemma in its full generality if weadditionally employ the fat that eah x 2 JE� is �1(JE� )-de�nable from an ordinal� < � as the �-th element of JE� in the ordering <E.Suppose ' is of the form (9zn) (zn; v0; : : : ; v`) where  is �(n)0 . Then N j='(r; �1; : : : ; �`) i� (9u 2 HnN�)[N j= (9zn 2 �(u)) (zn; r; �1; : : : ; �`)℄. Using the Lo�s theorem, the latter an be expressed in a �1-fashion over M as(9Q; p�; �; a; y; u;m)'�0(Q; p�; �; a; y; u;m; #; �1; : : : ; �`)where '�0(Q; p�; �; a; y; u;m; #; �1; : : : ; �`) is the onjuntion of the following state-ments: � Q is an initial segment of M and m 2 !� !# = �+Q; !%m+1Q = � < !%mQ ; p� = pQ and u 2 HmQ� a = f��1; : : : ; �`� 2 �; Q j= (9z 2 u) (z; p�; �1; : : : �`)g� y = F (a) and ��1; : : : �`� 2 y



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 39It is obvious that the onversion from ' to '� is e�etive and independent on M .ut(Lemma 2.7)The same proof yields in fat a \boldfae" version of the above lemma, butthe onversion from ' to '� is then not uniform. As any parameter  2 N is ofthe form �(f)(�) for some � < � and f 2 �(�;N�), the image �(f) is a good�(n�1)1 (N)-funtion in a parameter from rng(�). Then '� will learly depend onthe funtionally absolute de�nition of f and both � as well as the above mentionedparameter from rng(�) must also be onsidered.Lemma 2.8. Let '(v; v0; : : : ; v`) be as in Lemma 2.7 and  2 N . There is a �1-formula '�(v; v0; : : : ; v`) in the language for oherent strutures and a � 2 JE� suhthat for every �1; : : : ; �`,N j= '(; r; �1; : : : ; �`) i� M j= '�(�; #; �1; : : : ; �`)if N is as in the �rst part of Lemma 2.7, andN j= '(; �1; : : : ; �`) i� M j= '�(�; #; �1; : : : ; �`)if N is as in the seond part of Lemma 2.7. ut(Lemma 2.8)Corollary 2.9. Given a �nite set of ordinals q � �, the following onversions holdbetween N and M . In partiular, these onversions hold between N and N(�; q)whenever N is an L[E℄-level and (�; q) a divisor thereof. In the two lauses below,A is omputed in the language for premie if N is either passive or else �N (�; q) <�N , and in the language for oherent strutures otherwise. A� is omputed in thelanguage for oherent strutures.a) To every A that is �(n)1 (N) in the parameter r [ q there is an A� that is�1(M) in the parameters q and # suh that A \ � = A� \ �.b) To every A 2 �(n)1 (N) there is an A� in �1(M) suh that A \ � = A� \ �.ut(Corollary 2.9)The following three lemmata provide us with the dual onversions.Lemma 2.10. Let '(v1; : : : ; v`) be a �1-formula in the language for oherent stru-tures.Assuming that N is either passive or else �N (�; q) < �N , there is a �(n)1 -formula�'(v; v0; v0; : : : ; v`) in the language for premie and an ordinal �0 < � suh that for



40 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANevery x1; : : : ; x` 2M we haveM j= '(x1; : : : ; x`) i� N j= �'(r; �0; �; x1; : : : ; x`):If N is ative with �N (�; q) = �N , there is a �1-formula �'(v0; : : : ; v`) in thelanguage for oherent strutures suh that for every x1; : : : ; x` 2M we haveM j= '(x1; : : : ; x`) i� N j= �'(�; x1; : : : ; x`):As before, the formula �' depends only on ' and is independent of M and, infat, an be e�etively omputed from '.Proof. Sine ' is a �1-formula, M j= '(x1; : : : ; x`) i� there is a � < !� suh thathSE� ; F \ SE� i j= '(x1; : : : ; x`). Fixing an ordinal �0 < � suh that ~hn+1N (�0; r) = �,the latter is expressible in a �(n)1 -fashion over N in the parameters r; �; �0 as(9�n; �n; �n1 ; �n2 ; fn; Gn; Qn)�'0(�n; �n; �n1 ; �n2 ; fn; Gn; Qn; r; �0; �; x1; : : : ; x`)where �'0(�n; �n; �n1 ; �n2 ; fn; Gn; Qn; r; �0; �; x1; : : : ; x`) is the onjuntion of the fol-lowing statements:� �n1 ; �n2 < � and �n < (�n)+N� �n = ~hn+1N (�n1 ; r); fn = ~hn+1N (�n2 ; r) and �n = ~hn+1N (�0; r)� fn : �n onto�! P(�n) \ SE�n� Gn = fhfn(�) \ �; fn(�)i ; � < �g and Qn = hSE�n ; Gni� Qn j= '(x1; : : : ; x`)It is lear that the onversion from ' to �' is e�etive and does not depend on M .ut(Lemma 2.10)An argument similar to that above yields a version of the previous lemma wherethe pair of parameters �0; � is replaed by #; the onversion from ' to �' is againe�etive.Lemma 2.11. Suppose '(v1; : : : ; v`) is a �1-formula in the language for oherentstrutrures.Assuming that N is either passive or else �N (�; q) < �N , there is a �(n)1 -formula�'(v; v0; : : : ; v`) suh that for every x1; : : : ; x` 2M ,M j= '(x1; : : : ; x`) i� N j= �'(r; #; x1; : : : ; x`);



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 41and the obvious reformulation is true if N is ative with �N (�; q) = �N .As before, the formula �' depends only on ' and is independent of M and, infat, an be e�etively omputed from '. ut(Lemma 2.11)Corollary 2.12. Given any  2M , the following onversions hold between M andN . In partiular, these onversions hold for N and N(�; q) where N is an arbitraryL[E℄-level and (�; q) is a divisor thereof. The situation here is dual to that inCorollary 2.9, so �A is omputed in the language for premie if N is either passiveor else �N (�; q) < �N , and in the language for oherent strutures otherwise. A isomputed in the language for oherent strutures.a) To every A from �1(M) in  there is an �A in �(n)1 (N) in ; r; # suh thatA \ � = �A \ �.b) To every A 2 �1(M) there is an �A 2 �(n)1 (N) suh that A \ � = �A \ �.ut(Corollary 2.12)When dealing with singletons de�nable over N , there is another way of swithingbetween the languages of N and M . Suh a onversion is then not uniform in theabove sense, but will be useful for proving that ertain properties of protomie arepreserved under embeddings with weak preservation properties. The formulationsof the next lemmata make use of the onvention we made at the end of the setion onextenders and oherent strutures in preliminaries. Thus, if f is a funtion de�nedon ordinals, we will write f(a) even if a is a �nite set or sequene of ordinals, assuh objets are reursively enodable into ordinals.Lemma 2.13. Let b � � be �nite, � < � and y � �.a) If �, resp. y, is �(n)1 (N)-de�nable from r and b, then there is an f : �! �,resp. f : �! P(�) in N� suh that � = F (f)(b), resp. y = F (f)(b).b) If � = F (f)(b), resp. y = F (f)(b) where f : � ! �, resp. f : � ! P(�) isin N�, then �, resp. y is �(n)1 (N)-de�nable from r; b and some � < �.As usual, here we onsider �(n)1 (N)-de�nability with respet to the language forpremie if �N (�; q) < �N , and with respet to the language for oherent struturesif �N (�; q) = �N .Proof. We give a proof for �. To see a), suppose � is the unique objet suh thatN j= (9zn) (zn; �; r; b) where  is a �(n)0 -formula. Fix a Æ� < !%nN� large enough



42 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANsuh that, setting Æ = �(Æ�), there is a z 2 SEÆ witnessing this existential statement;suh a Æ� exists sine � is o�nal at the n-th level. De�ne a partial map f : �! �as follows:f(x) ' the unique � < � satisfying N j= (9zn 2 SEÆ�) (zn; �; pN� ; x)Then f , being a �(n)0 (N) subset of � < !%nN� , is an element of N�. Applying �,it follows that �(f)(x), if de�ned, is the unique ordinal � < � suh that we have(9zn 2 JEÆ ) (zn; �; r; x) in N . But for x = b we know that �(f)(x) is de�ned, soF (f)(b) = �(f)(b) = �. Obviously, f an be turned into a total funtion on � bysetting f(x) = 0 whenever f(x) is unde�ned by the above de�nition.To see b), suppose � = F (f)(b) for f; b as above; sine N� is sound, thereis a � < � suh that f = ~hn+1N� (�; pN�). The preservation properties of �, yield�(f) = ~hn+1N (�; r), so � an be de�ned in a �(n)1 -fashion over N as follows:(9gn)(gn = ~hn+1N (�; r) & � = gn(b)): ut(Lemma 2.13)The following is a version of the previous lemma that will be useful when dealingwith pluripotent L[E℄-levels N .Lemma 2.14. Let N = hJE� ; F i be a oherent struture suh that F is at �; � anddom(F ) = P(�) \N . Suppose further that b � � is �nite, � < � and y � �.a) If �, resp. y is �1(N)-de�nable from b then there is an f : � ! �, resp.f : �! P(�) in N suh that � = F (f)(b; �), resp. y = F (f)(b; �).b) If � = F (f)(b; �), resp. y = F (f)(b; �)) for an f 2 N suh that f : �! �,resp. f : �! P(�), then �, resp. y is �1(N)-de�nable from b and f .Both a) and b) onerns �1(N)-de�nability in the language for oherent strutures.In partiular, a) and b) is true of any pluripotent L[E℄-level N .Proof. Note �rst that b) follows immediately: The fat that � = F (f)(b; �) anbe expressed in a �1-fashion in b over N as(9w)(hf; wi 2 F & � = w(�b; ��)):The ordinal � an be elimitated from this de�nition, as it is �1-de�nable over Nwithout parameters.



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 43To see the onverse a), let � be the unique objet suh that N j= (9z) (z; �; b) fora �0-formula  . Let � be the ultrapower map assoiated with Ult(JE# ; F ), where# = �+N . Pik a Æ� < # large enough suh that � is the largest ardinal in JEÆ� andthe above formula still holds in ~N = hJEÆ ; ~F i, where Æ = �(Æ�) and ~F = F \ JEÆ .Fix an enumeration g : � onto�! P(�) \ JEÆ� , whih is itself in N . For onvenienesuppose that � maps Æ� o�nally to Æ; this holds whenever fN (Æ�) 6= � (thus, thereare stationarily many { in the sense of JE� { suh ordinals Æ� below #). Settingg�(�) = hhg(��); g(��) \ �i ; �� < �iand ~g(�) = hJEÆ� ; g�(�)i for � < �, it is easy to verify that �(~g)(�) = ~N . De�ne apartial map f : �! � byf(�x; ��) ' the unique � < � suh that ~g(�) j= (9z) (z; �; x);then �(f)(x; �) is the unique ordinal � < � suh that �(~g)(�) = ~N satis�es(9z) (z; �; x), provided that suh a � exists. As before, we know that for x = bsuh a � exists, so F (f)(b; �) = �. ut(Lemma 2.14)The previous lemmata give us a method for expressing the statement \(�0; q0)is a divisor of N" over N(�; q) whenever �0 � � and q0 is a bottom segment ofq. The important point here is that over N(�; q) we use the language for oherentstrutures, and the above statement is uniformly expressible in this language, nomatter what kind of premouse N is or whether �N (�; q) < �N .Lemma 2.15. Let (�; q) be a divisor of N where N is the ollapsing L[E℄-level for� < �+. Let further � � �0 � � and q0 = q \ �� for some �� � max(q) + 1 wheremax(?) = �+ 1 by de�nition. Set r0 = q � q0 and F = F (�; q). Then (�0; q0) is adivisor of N i� for every � < �0 and f : �! � we have(12) � = F (f)(r0; �) & � � max(q0) �! � < �0The same is also true for pluripotent N and �0 > � with F = ENtop, � = r(F ) andq a bottom part of dN .Proof. Let (�; q) be a divisor of N where N is the ollapsing L[E℄-level for �and let F = FN (�; q). Let us �rst disuss the ase where N is either passive orelse �N (�; q) < �N . Granting (12), we show that (�0; q0) is a divisor of N . Let� � max(q0) be suh that � = ~hn+1N (�; r [ r0) for some � < �0. By Lemma 2.13,



44 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMAN� = F (f)(r0; �) for some � < � � �0. So � < �0 by (12). This tells us that~hn+1N (�0 [ fr; r0g)\ (max(q0) + 1) = �0, whih veri�es a), b) and d) of the de�nitionof divisor. To see that also ) holds, notie that ~hn+1N (�0 [ fr; r0g) � ~hn+1N (� [ frg)and (�; q) is a divisor.Now assume that (�0; q0) is a divisor of N . If � = F (f)(r0; �) for some funtionf : �! � and an ordinal � < �0, then, again by Lemma 2.13, there is a �0 < � suhthat � = ~hn+1N (�; f�0; r0; rg), so � 2 ~hn+1N (�0 [ fr0; rg). As (�0; q0) is a divisor and� � max(q0), we have � < �0.If N is ative with �N (�; q) = �N (reall that N is automatially pluripotentin this ase) then the same argument goes through, but we have to work in thelanguage for oherent strutures. Here we also use the onsequene of Lemmata 2.4and 2.5 that, granting that N is pluripotent and h�N (�0[fdN�q0g), the pair (�0; q0)is a divisor for N omputed in the language for oherent strutures just in ase that(�0; q0) is a divisor for N omputed in the language for premie.Finally onsider the ase where N is pluripotent, F = ENtop and � = r(F ).We an again imitate the above argument, this time using Lemma 2.14 in plaeof Lemma 2.13. Notie that � ours as a parameter in F (f)(r0; �; �). This is,however, harmless, as any andidate (�0; q0) for a divisor must satisfy the restrition�0 > �. Indeed, the ordinal �, being the ritial point of the top prediate F , isautomatially in the range of �N (�0; q0). ut(Lemma 2.15)Protomie, Fine Struture and Condensation. Using the lemmata from theprevious subsetion we determine the relationship between the �ne strutural pa-rameters of N(�; q) from those of N . Moreover, we establish a sort of ondensationlemma for protomie. We �rst turn to general fats about oherent strutures. Forour later purposes, it will be useful to introdue \solidity" witnesses in the followingweaker sense. To understand the next de�nition, we reommend to reall the fatsabout solidity witnesses from preliminaries.De�nition. Let M = hJE� ; F i be a oherent struture satisfying A) { D) from theprevious subsetion and let N be the premouse assoiated with M . Given a �nites � � and an � suh that # � � < �, we de�ne the standard witness W�;sM for �with respet to M and s to be the transitive ollapse of hM (�[ fsg) and, similarly,the standard witness W�;r[sN for � with respet to N and s [ r to be the transitive



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 45ollapse of ~hn+1N (� [ fr [ sg). The anonial witness maps are then de�ned in theobvious way. More generally, a generalized witness for � with respet to M ands is a pair hQ; ti, where Q is an aeptable J-struture and t � Q a �nite set ofordinals suh that given any �1; : : : ; �` < �,M j= �(i; �1; : : : ; �`; s) �! Q j= �(i; �1; : : : ; �`; t)where � is the universal �1-formula. A generalized witness for � with respet to Nand r [ s is a pair hQ; ti, where Q is an aeptable J-struture and t � Q a �niteset of ordinals suh that given any �1; : : : ; �` < �,N j= �(i; �1; : : : ; �`; r [ s) �! Q j= �(i; �1; : : : ; �`; t)where � is the universal �(n)1 -formula.The main point of this de�niton is that generalized witnesses in this weaker senseare related merely to �(n)1 -satisfation even if � < !%n+1N (and orrespondingly forM), so they omit too muh information to be able to say anything about the solidityof N , resp. M . The reason why we introdue them is that they might beome gen-uine solidity witnesses after ollapsing ertain Skolem hulls in the original struture,whih will be utilized in our later onstrutions. We again stress that this notionis de�ned exlusively for the present ontext, i.e. for oherent strutures satisfyingA) { D) as above, and should be onsidered as an ad ho notion introdued for ouronveniene.Lemma 2.16. Let M = hJE� ; F i be a oherent struture satisfying A) { D) fromthe previous subsetion. Thena) !%1M = !%n+1N .Denote this ommon value by !%. Granting that � < !%, the following holds:b) p1M = pn+1N \ �.) M is 1-sound i� N is (n+ 1)-sound.d) Let s be a �nite subset of � and # � � < �. Then W�;s[rN = Ult�(N�; G)where G is the top extender of W�;sM . Moreover, the assoiated ultrapowerembedding is preisely the unollapsing map assoiated with the �(n)1 (W�N )-hull of � [ fr [ s� (� + 1)g.e) M is 1-solid i� N is (n+ 1)-solid.



46 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANProof. Note �rst that neither !%1M nor !%n+1N is larger than �. In the followingwe show that a) { ) are diret onsequenes of Corollaries 2.9 and 2.12.If A is a �1(M)-relation in p1M then there is a �(n)1 (N)-relation �A in p1M ; r and# suh that �A agrees with A up to !%1M . Choose A suh that A\!%1M =2M . Then�A\!%1M is not a member of JE� and therefore of N . This follows from aeptabilityand the fat that � is a ardinal in N . Thus, !%n+1N � !%1M . The dual argumentusing Corollary 2.9 yields the onverse, whih proves a).From now on suppose that � < !%. The ordinal !%, being smaller than �, isa ardinal in both M and N . By our assumption on # we have # < !%. GivenA as above, there is a �(n)1 (N) relation �A suh that A(�)  ! �A(p1M ; r; #; �)whenever � < �. (Here we use Lemma 2.11.) From �A we obtain a new subset of!% whih �(n)1 (N) in p1M [ r, so r[ (pn+1N \�) = pn+1N �� r[p1M and, onsequently,pn+1N \� �� p1M . As before, the dual argument yields the onverse, whih proves b).If M is 1-sound, then every � < � is �1(M)-de�nable from p1M = pn+1N \� and aparameter less than !%. Thus, every � < � is �(n)1 (N) de�nable from r[(pn+1N \�) =pn+1N and parameters less then !%, in other words, N = ~hn+1N (!% [ fpn+1N g). Thus,pn+1N 2 Rn+1N , i.e. N is (n + 1)-sound. The onverse follows again by the dualargument. This proves ).Next we prove e) from d). To see that the 1-solidity of M implies the (n + 1)-solidity of N , notie that W�M , being the transitive ollapse of hM (� [ fpMg), anbe enoded into a �1(M) subset a of �. Suh an a is in JE� by aeptability andW�M an be reonstruted from a inside JE� . But then also W�N is in JE� by d). Forthe onverse use again the dual argument.It remains to prove d). Let �� : W�;sM ! M be the anonial witness map,�� = �(G) and �� = ht(W�;sM ). As �� is �1-preserving, dom(G) = P(�) \ JE# , so Gan be applied to N� (notie that N� is an initial segment of W�;sM ). Let W be the�-ultrapower of N� by G and �� : N� ! W the assoiated ultrapower map. Thisultrapower exists, as � : ��(f)(�) 7! �(f)(��(�)) is a struture preserving embeddingof D � (N�; G) to N ; here �� is viewed as a map into D � , f ranges over �(�;N�)and � < ��. (To verify this, use  Los' theorem for �0 formulae.) By the remarksat the beginning of the previous subsetion, �� is �(n)0 -preserving and o�nal, andW = ~hn+1W (� [ f�rg) where �r = ��(pN�).



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 47Using the o�nality of both �� and � together with the  Lo�s theorem for �(n)0 -formulae we show that � is �(n)0 -preserving and o�nal. Also, � = �Æ�� and � agreeswith �� up to ��. It follows that �(�r) = r, � � � = id and, letting �s be the ��-preimageof s� (�+ 1), also �(�s) = ��(�s) = s� (�+ 1). As eah � < � is �1(W�;sM )-de�nablefrom �s and parameters below �, Lemma 2.10 ombined with the observation at theend of the previous paragraph allow us to onlude that W = ~hn+1W (�[f�r[ �sg), so~hn+1N (� [ fr [ s� (� + 1)g) = rng(�). But this means that W = W�;r[sN and � isthe assoiated witness map. ut(Lemma 2.16)The next orollary summarizes the properties of protomie N(�; q) assoiatedwith L[E℄-levels. Let us explain the notation used in d) below. Let N be an L[E℄-level, � < �N (�; q) and W�;pNN be the standard witness. Let further �� : W�;pNN !N be the assoiated anonial witness map. Setting (r�; q�; ��) = ��1� (r; q; �)where � = �N (�; q) and �� = (��1)00�, the pair (�; q�) satis�es a) { d) in the de�-nition of divisor with W�;pNN in plae of N and (r�; q�; ��; ��) in plae of (r; q; �; �).Then W�;pNN (�; q) is the oherent struture hJE��� ; Gi where E� is the extender se-quene of W�;pNN , �� is the ardinal suessor of �� in W�;pNN and G is the exten-der derived from the unollapsing embedding assoiated with ~hn+1W (� [ f�rg) (hereW = W�;pNN ). Intuitively, W�;pNN (�; q) is the protomouse assoiated with W�;pNNand (�; q�).Corollary 2.17. Given a divisor (�; q) of N ,a) !%1N(�;q) = � is the ultimate projetum of N(�; q).Granting that � < �, the following holds:b) pN(�;q) = pN \ � if N is not pluripotent, and pN(�;q) = dN \ � otherwise.) N(�; q) is sound and solid.d) If N is not pluripotent and p def= pN(�;q), then for every � 2 p we haveW�;pN(�;q) = W�;pNN (�; q).If N is pluripotent then the same holds with W�;dNN in plae of W�;pNN ;this time everything is omputed in the language for oherent strutrues.ut(Corollary 2.17)It follows from our previous results that in b), the latter ondition says somethingnew only if �N (�; q) = �N . The next lemma gives a more detailed information



48 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANabout the de�nability of standard witnesses over N . We will need suh a detailedinformation only in the proof of Lemma 3.12, so the reader an skip over this lemmanow and return to it when neessary.Lemma 2.18. Let (�; q) be a divisor of N suh that q 6= dN if N is pluripotent.Assume that hQ; ti 2 N is a generalized witness for � with respet to N and r [ swhere � � � < � and s � �. Then W �;r[sN 2 N is �0-de�nable inside N fromhQ; ti, � and # = #N (�; q). By d) of Lemma 2.16, W �;sN(�;q) is also �0-de�nableinside N from hQ; ti, � and #.If M is a oherent struture, #(M) � � < �M and hQ; ti is a generalized witnessfor � with respet to M and some s � �M , then W �;sM is �0-de�nable inside Mfrom hQ; ti; � and #(M).Proof. The proof is a re�nement of the standard argument whih shows that ifsome generalized solidity witness for � with respet to N and p is in N then so is thestandard solidity witness. We shall fous on the proof of the �rst part of the lemma.The proof of the seond part is similar and, in fat, muh easier, so we leave it tothe reader. Set p = r [ s. Let W = W �;pN , let � : W ! N be the anonial witnessmap and let �(�p) = p. We an de�ne a �(n)0 -preserving embedding ~� : W ! Qsending �p to t whih is the identity on � by~hn+1W (�; �p) 7! ~hn+1Q (�; t);as every element of W an be written in the form on the left hand side. Given a�(n)0 -formula '(v1; : : : ; v`), eah of the following statements is a onsequene of theprevious one: W j= '(~hn+1W (�1; �p); : : : ; ~hn+1W (�`; �p))N j= '(~hn+1N (�1; p); : : : ; ~hn+1N (�`; p))Q j= '(~hn+1Q (�; t); : : : ; ~hn+1Q (�`; t)):As substituting ~hn+1 into a �(n)0 -formula yields a �(n)1 -statement, the �rst impli-ation follows from the fat that � is �(n)1 -preserving, and the seond impliationfollows from the de�nition of a generalized witness. It is now easy to verify that ~� iswell-de�ned and �(n)0 -preserving, as well as that ~� � � is the identity and ~�(�p) = t.



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 49Let !~% = sup(~�00!%nW ):Then rng(~�) = fy 2 Q; (9z 2 JEQ~% )(9� < �)Q j=  (z; y; �; t)gwhere (9zn) (zn; y; x; u) is the funtionally absolute �(n)1 -de�nition of ~hn+1 and is a �(n)0 -formula. Thus, rng(~�) is an element of N whih is �0-de�nable fromQ; t; � and ~%. Clearly, this applies also to W , whih is the transitive ollapse ofrng(~�).It remains to eliminate ~% form the de�nition of W . Here we use the fat that(�; q) is a divisor of N . If � = �N (�; q) and N� = N�(�; q), then � maps !%nN�o�nally into !%nN . But rng(�) = ~hn+1N (� [ frg) � rng(�), so letting �r be the topsegment of �p of length jrj, we obtain:� If � < �, then ~hn+1W (�; �r) is de�ned i� ~hn+1N� (�; pN�) is de�ned.� Y = ~hn+1W (� [ f�rg) is o�nal in !%nW , so ~�00Y \ !%nQ is o�nal in !~%.Now it follows easily that!~% = supf� < !%nQ; (9� < �)(~hn+1N� (�; pN�) is de�ned and � = ~hn+1Q (�; �t))gwhere �t is the top part of t of length jrj = jpN� j. The objets %nQ and ~hn+1Q are�0-de�nable from Q; the objets N�; pN� ; ~hn+1N� and � are �0-de�nable from # and�t is �0-de�nable from t and jpN� j. Thus, Q; t and # are all parameters we need inthe de�nition of ~%. ut(Lemma 2.18)We are now ready to state a ondensation lemma for protomie. Reall againthat all �ne strutural parameters of protomie are omputed in the language foroherent strutues.Lemma 2.19. Let �M be a oherent struture and let � : �M ! N(�; q). Assumefurther that the following onditions are met:a) !%1�M = � and �M is sound and solid;b) � is a �0-preserving map whih is the identity on �� = �+ �M and suh that�(�� ) = � and �(p �M ) = q;) � < �.Then �M = �N(�; p �M ) where �N is the ollapsing level for �� .



50 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANProof. Let �F ; ��; ��; �#; �N�; �n have the obvious meaning. We an assume w.l.o.g. that� is not o�nal; otherwise � would be �1-preserving and, by soundness of N(�; q),we would have �M = N(�; q) and � = id. Our assumption implies that �# < # and�N� is a proper initial segment of N�. Also, the non-o�nality of � guarantees that�� < � , as otherwise � ould be de�nably ollapsed over hJE~� ; F \ JE~� i 2 N whereF = F (�; q) and ~� = sup(�00��). Thus, �� = r(�).Let �N = Ult�( �N�; �F ) and �� : �N� ! �N be the assoiated ultrapower map.Let further � = �(�; p �M ). Using the methods from the proof of Lemma 2.16 d)we show that this ultrapower exists, �� is �(�n)0 -preserving and o�nal and, letting~� : �N ! �( �N�) be the map de�ned by~�(��(f)(�)) = �(f)(�(�))for f 2 �(�; �N�) and � < �M , ~� is �(�n)0 -preserving and o�nal (here we apply theo�nality of �� at the �n-th level together with the  Lo�s theorem for �(�n)0 -formulae)and ~� � � �M = � � � �M . Hene �� = r(~�).Assume �rst that �N� is either passive or else � �N� > �. In this ase the on-lusions of the previous paragraph apply to the language for premie. Similarlyas in the ase of the pseudoultrapower in the proof of Lemma 2.4 we an applyLemma 1.5 and infer that �N is a premouse of the same type as �N�. Furthermore,!%�n+1�N = � < !%�n�N , p �N = ��(p �N�)[p �M and �N is sound, as follows from Lemma 2.16.This veri�es the assumptions of the ondensation lemma. A simple disussion ofthe four ases given by the ondensation lemma will give us the onlusion that �Nis a proper initial segment of �( �N�). Thus �N is an L[E℄-level, as this is ertainlytrue of �( �N�). It follows that �M = �N(�; p �M ). Here are more details as to theappliation of the ondensation lemma. Option a) is impossible, as �� < � is theardinal suessor of � in �N . Option ) ontradits the soundness of �N , and optiond) ontradits the fat that �N projets to � while �� is a ardinal in Ult(�( �N�); E�� ).From now on suppose that �N� is ative with � �N� = �. Then �N is a potentialpremouse whih need not be of the same type as �N�. Now we have to be moreareful when applying Lemma 2.16; the onlusions of this lemma apply to thelanguage for oherent strutures in this ase. Notie �rst that !%1�N = � < � �N , ash��M (� [ fp �Mg) = �N . It follows that �N annot be of type C.



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 51Let ~� = sup(~�00� �N ). If ~� < �( ~F ) where ~F is the top extender of �( �N�) then ~�is a utpoint of ~F . To see this, pik any monotoni f : �� ! �� that is an elementof �( �N) and any � < ~�; here �� = r( ~F ) = r(E �N�top). It suÆes to onsider justmonotoni maps, as any f 0 : �� ! �� from �( �N�) is dominated by suh a map. Let�� < � �N be suh that ~�(��) � �. Notie that f 2 �N and, letting �� = E �Ntop(f)(��), wehave �� < � �N and~F (f)(�) � ~F (f)(~�(��)) = ~�(E �Ntop(f)(��)) = ~�(��) < ~�:If ~� = �( ~F ) let N 0 = �( �N�) and ~�0 = ~�. Otherwise let N 0 = �( �N�) jj ~� where~� is the index of ~F j ~�. If �0 : N 0 ! �( �N�) is the anonial embedding (i.e.�0 : E~�(f)(�) 7! �(f)(�) for f : �� ! �� in �N� and � < ~�) then r(�0) = ~�and it is easy to see that rng(~�) � rng(�0). De�ne ~�0 by ~�0 = (�0)�1 Æ ~�. In eitherase, ~�0 : �N ! N 0 is �0-preserving and o�nal with respet to the language foroherent strutures, and maps � �N o�nally into �N 0 . We will use this to show that�N is a potential premouse of the same type as N 0 and ~�0 has the above preservationproperties with respet to the language for premie. Sine we already know thatN 0 annot be of type C, so assume w.l.o.g. that N 0 is of type B; the proof is eveneasier for N 0 of type A.Reall that ���N is the largest utpoint of E �Ntop. We show that ~�0(���N ) is the largestutpoint of EN 0top. Sine being a utpoint of the top extender is a �1-property inthe language for oherent strutures, it suÆes to show that there are no utpointsof EN 0top above ~�0(���N ). If �0 > ~�0(��N 0) were a utpoint of EN 0top, we would have� �N < �� < � �N where �� is the pointwise preimage of �0 under ~�0; the inequality onthe right follows from the o�nality of ~�0. Now we obtain a ontradition by showingthat �� is a utpoint of �N : If f : �� ! �� is in �N and � < �� then ~�0(E �Ntop(f)(�)) =EN 0top(f)(~�0(�)) < �0, so E �Ntop(f)(�)) < ��.Working in the language for oherent strutures, from Lemma 2.16 we obtainedthat h��N (� [ fp �Mg) = �N and W�;p �M�N 2 �N whenever � 2 p �M ; reall that p �M =��1(q). The former obviously guarantees that �� def= max(p �M ) � ���N , and the latterimplies that the top extender G of W�;p �M�N is an element of �N . Sine E �Ntop j���N =G j���N , we see that �N satis�es the initial segment ondition. So �N is a premouse.Now it is easy to verify that ~�0(E �Ntop j���N ) = EN 0top j��N 0 , whih implies that thepreservation properties of ~�0 transfer to the language of premie.



52 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANThe rest of the argument is then similar to that in the previous ase where� �N� > �. We intend to apply the ondensation lemma, this time to ~�0 : �N ! N 0.This is possible, as N 0 is an L[E℄-level, r(~�0) = r(�) = �� , !%1�N � � and, as wehave seen above, ~�0 has the required preservation properties. It only remains toverify that �N is sound with respet to the language for premie. But this followsimmediately from the two properties of p �M applied in the previous paragraph andfrom Lemma 1.8 The disussion of the four ases in the ondensation lemma isthen the same as in the previous ase. So we onlude that �N is the ollapsingL[E℄-level for �� . Sine this time we work in the language for oherent strutures,we have p �M = d �N . It is now lear from the de�nition following Lemma 2.6 that�M = �N(�; p �M ). ut(Lemma 2.19)We shall also need the version of this ondensation lemma with pluripotent L[E℄-levels as target strutures.Lemma 2.20. Let �M be a oherent struture and let � : �M ! N where N ispluripotent. Assume further that the following onditions are met:a) !%1�M = � and �M is sound and solid;b) � is a �0-preserving map whih is the identity on �� = �+ �M and suh that�(�� ) = � and �(p �M ) = dN ;) � < �.Then �M = �N(�; p �M ) where �N is the ollapsing level for �� .Proof. The proof is virtually the same as that of the previous lemma.ut(Lemma 2.20)Strong Divisors. The onstrution of a ��-sequene in L is based on the fat thatto every loal suessor one an assign a uniquely determined ollapsing struture,namely the ollapsing level, and that this assignment is preserved under interpo-lation arguments. The irumstanes in L[E℄ are ompliated by the fat thatpremousehood of pluripotent L[E℄-levels is not preserved under suh arguments.More preiely, suh arguments give rise to ollapsing protomie. One way of deal-ing with this issue is inorporating protomie in the onstrution. This means thatto every loal suessor we have to deide whether the ollapsing struture used inthe onstrution will be an L[E℄-level of some protomouse assoiated with it. As



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 53there an be a large olletion of protomie assoiated with the same ollapsinglevel, have to �nd a anonial way of hoosing suh a protomouse.Given a �xed q, elementary properties of Skolem hulls imply that the setDq = Dq(N) = f� < � ; (�; q) is a divisor of Ngis losed in � and �(�1; q) � �(�2; q) whenever �1 < �2. Thus, one might attemptto hoose the divisor with the shortest possible q and largest possible �, and showthat suh divisors are preserved in interpolation arguments. This works in somesituations, as Lemma 2.15 enables us to express, uniformly over N(�; q), that thereare no divisors (�0; q0) 6= (�; q) with � � �0 and q0 a bottom segment of q. Infat, one an give a proof of �� in Jensen extender models below a measurableWoodin ardinal based on this hoie of divisor [45℄. The smallness ondition isused to rule out the possibility that too many L[E℄-levels will have a divisor (�0; q0)\overlapping" the hosen (�; q) in the sense that q0 is a bottom segment of q and�0 < �. Notie that Lemma 2.15 will not help here. For the hoie of a anonialdivisor that avoids the use of any unneessary smallness ondition we need a moresophistiated tool. The following is an elaboration on a notion from [25℄.De�nition. A divisor (�; q) of N is strong i� for every � < � and every x ofthe form ~hn+1N (�; pN ) we have x \ � 2 N�(�; q). If N is pluripotent, we de�ne thenotion of strong divisor in the same way, but with h�N and dN in plae of ~hn+1Nand pN , respetively.By aeptability, (�; q) is strong i� x \ � 2 JE#(�;q) for every x as above. Equiv-alently,(13) (�; q) is strong i� P(�) \N�(�; q) = P(�) \N 0(�)where N 0(�) is the transitive ollapse assoiated with ~hn+1N (� [ fpNg). If N ispluripotent, we de�ne N 0(�) in the same way, but with h�N and dN in plae of ~hn+1Nand pN , respetively. Notie also that EN 0 � �+N 0 = E � �+N 0 by the proof of (5).Translating fats about �ne strutural parameters between N and N(�; q) re-quires that � < �. In partiular, it is not lear how to translate fats onerningthe soudness and standard parameters if � = �. For this reason, all lemmata in theprevious subsetion require the assumption � < �. The next lemma tells us thatthis assumption is automatially satis�ed if (�; q) is a strong divisor.



54 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANLemma 2.21. Suppose (�; q) is a divisor. Then (�; q) is not strong.Proof. By Lemmata 2.3 and 2.6, N�(�; q) is a proper initial segment of N pro-jeting to �. Thus, there is a subset of � in N whih is not in N�(�; q). By thesoundness, resp. Dodd soundness of N we have N 0(�) = N , so (�; q) annot bestrong by (13). ut(Lemma 2.21)The next ouple of lemmata will enable us to prove preservation of strong divisorsunder maps with weak preservation properties that arise in interpolation arguments.The �rst of them provides us with a haraterization of strong divisors.Lemma 2.22. Let (�; q) be a divisor of N . If N is pluripotent, assume moreoverthat �N (�; q) < �N . The following are equivalent:a) (�; q) is strong;b) N�(�; q) = ore(N 0(�));) jpN 0(�)j = jpN�(�;q)j = jrj (reall r = pN � q).Proof. If � = � then a) { ) are obviously false, so we an assume w.l.o.g. that� < �. Let N� = N�(�; q) and N 0 = N 0(�). Also, let �0 : N 0 ! N be the assoiatedunollapsing map and �� = �0�1Æ� : N� ! N 0. Both �0 and �� are �(n)0 -preservingand o�nal, and N� and N 0 have the same (n+ 1)-st projetum �. The map �0 issuÆiently preserving to guarantee that N 0 is a premouse; if N is pluripotent thenN is in the range of � by Lemma 2.4. By the ondensation lemma, N 0 is solid andits standard parameter is universal.Setting p0 = ��(pN�), the parameter p0 is a top segment of pN 0 . More preisely,(14) p0 = pN 0 �min(p0):This follows from Lemma 1.1; just observe that N 0 = ~hn+1N 0 (min(p0)[fp0g) and thatfor every � 2 pN� , the struture ��(W�N�) is a generalized witness for ��(�) withrespet to N and p0.To see that a) implies b), notie �rst that p0 2 Pn+1N 0 . This follows by the standardargument: Pik an A that is �(n)1 (N�) in pN� and suh that A \ � =2 N�. LettingA0 be �(n)1 (N 0) in the parameter p0 by the same de�nition, we have A0 \� = A\�,so A0 \ � =2 N 0 by (13). Hene p0 = pN 0 by (14) and the ��-minimality of pN 0 .Clause ) is an immediate onsequene of b), so it remains to derive a) from ).By (14) we know that pN 0 is a lengthening of p0; lause then ) implies that they



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 55atually agree. So N� is the transitive ollapse of hn+1N 0 (� [ fpN 0g) and a) followsfrom the universality of pN 0 and (13). ut(Lemma 2.22)Again, we will need the version of the previous lemma for pluripotent N with�N (�; q) = �N . As we already know, this is possible only if q = dN . Notie alsothat � must be a utpoint of ENtop, so N must be of type B.Lemma 2.23. Assume N is pluripotent and (�; dN ) is a divisor of N suh that�N (�; dN ) = �N , the following are equivalent:a) (�; dN ) is strong;b) EN 0(�)top j� =2 N 0(�).Proof. Let � be suh that E� = ENtop j� and let N� = N�(�; dN ). Then E� =EN�top = EN 0(�)top j�. Reall also that N 0(�) agrees with N up to �+N 0(�) and thatN�; N 0(�) and N all agree up to �. More preisely, EN� � � = EN 0(�) � � = EN � �.Sine � = ht(N�), the agreement between N� and N 0(�) together with (13)guarantee that (�; dN ) is strong just in ase that � is the ardinal suessor of �in N 0(�). If � = �+N 0(�) then EN 0(�)top j� annot be an element of N 0(�), as itollapses �. If � 6= �+N 0(�) then E� = EN 0(�)� 2 N 0(�) by the agreement betweenN 0(�) and N . ut(Lemma 2.23)Notie also that in the situation from the previous lemma, hhJE� ; E�i;?i is thestandard witness for � with respet to N 0(�) and ?. This terminology is onsis-tent with that introdued at the beginning of the subsetion on �ne struture forprotomie. We will make use of this fat in the proof of Lemma 3.12.The strongness of a divisor (�; q) an also be haraterized over the assoiatedprotomouse N(�; q); this fat will play an important role in our main onstrution.De�nition. Let M be a oherent struture with the top extender F and � = r(F ).We say that an ordinal # � #(M) is losed in M relative to p 2 [�M ℄<! just inase that F (f)(p; �)\ � 2 JEM# for every f : �! P(�) from JEM# and every � < �.If M is a protomouse, we say that # � #(M) is losed in M i� # is losed in Mrelative to pM .If M is a pluripotent L[E℄-level, we say that # � #(M) is losed in M i� # islosed in M relative to dM .



56 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANNotie that if # � #(M) is a limit of ordinals that are losed in M relative to qthen # itself is losed in M relative to q. Thus, the set of all # � #(M) whih arelosed in M relative to q is losed. Notie also that if M is a pluripotent L[E℄-levelthen #(M) is trivially losed in M .Lemma 2.24. Let (�; q) be a divisor of N . Then#(�; q) is losed in N(�; q) i� (�; q) is a strong divisor of N .Proof. Given a divisor (�; q) of N , Lemma 2.13 guarantees that for eah x � �we have x 2 ~hn+1N (� [ fpNg) (resp. x 2 h�N (� [ fdNg) whenever N is pluripotentwith �N (�; q) = �N ) just in ase that x is of the form F (f)(q; �) for some � <� and f : � ! P(�) from dom(F ); here F = FN (�; q). So (�; q) is strong i�x \ � 2 N�(�; q) for eah suh x whih, in turn is equivalent to the requirementthat F (f)(q; �) \ � 2 JE#(�;q) for eah f and � as above. ut(Lemma 2.24)For a �xed q, we de�neD�q = D�q(N) = f� < � ; (�; q) is a strong divisor of Ng:Lemma 2.25. D�q is losed and bounded in �.Proof. It suÆes to prove that D�q is losed; its boundedness then follows immedi-ately from Lemma 2.21. Given a limit point � of D�q , the pair (�; q) is learly a divi-sor of N . Suppose for a ontradition that (�; q) is not strong. As usual, the proofsplits into two ases, depending on whether N is pluripotent and �N = �N (�; q),or not.Let us �rst fous on the ase where N is either not pluripotent or else �N (�; q) <�N . Let � = �N (�; q), �0 : N 0(�) ! N be the unollapsing embedding assoiatedwith N 0(�) and �� = (�0)�1 Æ �. Let further r0 and p0 be the �0-preimage of rand pN , respetively. Then both N�(�; q) and N 0(�) are premie; this follows fromLemma 2.4 for pluripotent N of type B. Also, N is in the ranges of both � and �0in this ase. As in the proof of Lemma 2.22 we observe that pN 0(�) is a lengtheningof r0.Granting that (�; q) is not strong, pN 0(�) is a proper lengthening of r0. Here we usethe previous lemma. Let � = max(pN 0(�)� r0). As N 0(�) is solid (this follows fromthe ondensation lemma), W 2 N 0(�) where W is the standard solidity witness for



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 57� with respet to N 0(�) and pN 0(�). Let r0� be the preimage of r0 under the anonialwitness map �0� : W ! N 0(�). Pik � < � suh that h�;W; r0�i = ~hn+1N 0(�)(�; p0); thisis possible sine p0 2 Rn+1N 0(�). Pik further a strong divisor (��; q) for N suh that� < �� < �. Let ��0 : N 0(��)! N be the unollapsing map assoiated with N 0(��) and�p0 = (��0)�1(pN ). Notie that � def= (�0)�1 Æ ��0 is a �(n)1 -preserving embedding ofN 0(��) into N 0(�) whih sends �p0 to p0. By our hoie of ��, the range of � ontains�, W as well as r0�. Let '(x1; � � � ; x`) be a �(n)1 -formula. Sine W is the standardsolidity witness for � with respet to N 0(�) and pN 0(�), the premouse N 0(�) satis�esthe �(n)2 -statement(8�1 � � � �` < �)�'(�1 � � � �`; r0)  ! W j= '(�1 � � � �`; r0�)�:Sine �(n)2 -statements are downward preserved under �, the same is true of ��, �r0, �Qand �r0� in N 0(��) where ��, �Q and �r0�� is the �-preimage of �, W and p0�, respetively.Thus, if A is any set of ordinals whih is �(n)1 (N 0(��))-de�nable in the parameter �r0then A \ ��, being �(n)1 ( �Q)-de�nable in �r0�, is an element of N 0(��). It follows that�r0 6= pN 0(��). By Lemma 2.22, (��; q) annot be strong after all, a ontradition.Now onsider the ase where N is pluripotent and �N (�; q) = �N . Notie that�N (��; dN ) = �N whenever (��; dN ) is a divisor of N with �� � �. Assuming that(�; dN ) is not strong, EN 0(�)top j� = EN 0(�) for a suitable . Here we simply applyLemma 2.23. Let (0; �0) = �0(; �) where �0 : N 0(�)! N is the unollapsing mapassoiated with N 0(�). Then ENtop j�0 = E0 and  = h�N (�; dN ) for some � < �.Pik a strong divisor (��; dN ) suh that � < �� < �. Then both 0 and �0 are in therange of ��0 : N 0(��) ! N , the unollapsing map assoiated with N 0(��). Sine ��0 isthe identity on �0, neessarily �0 = ��0(�̂) for some �̂ � ��. So EN 0(��)top j �̂ = EN 0(��)̂where ��0(̂) = 0 and, onsequently, EN 0(��)top j �� 2 N 0(��). Again by Lemma 2.23,(��; dN ) annot be strong, whih yields the desired ontradition. ut(Lemma 2.25)The next lemma rules out that a strong divisor an be overlapped by any otherdivisor, and thus solves the issue of overlapping disussed in the introdution tothis subsetion.Lemma 2.26. Let (�; q) be a strong divisor of N and �q be a proper bottom segmentof q. Then there is no �� � � suh that (��; �q) is a divisor of N .



58 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANProof. Suppose the ontrary; let this be witnessed by (��; �q). Let �r = pN � �q;learly �r is a proper lengthening of r and � = max(q) is an element of �r� �q. If N ispluripotent and �N (�; q) = �N , then N is in the range of �N (��; �q) by Lemma 2.4,so it must also be in the larger rng(�0) where �0 : N 0(�) ! N is the assoiatedmap. It follows that N 0(�) is a premouse and, onsequently, EN 0(�)top j� 2 N 0(�).By Lemma 2.23, this ontradits the strongness of (�; q).Let us now fous on the remaining ase where N is either not pluripotent orelse �N (�; q) < �N . As in the proofs of the previous lemmata we observe that~hn+1N (�� [ f�rg) = rng(�N (��; �q)) ontains a generalized witness hQ; ti for � withrespet to N and pN , so hQ; ti must be in the range of the larger embedding�0 : N 0(�) ! N . Notie that hQ; ti is a generalized solidity witness for � withrespet to N and r = pN�q. Then hQ0; t0i def= (�0)�1(hQ; ti) is a generalized witnessfor (�0)�1(�) � � with respet to N 0(�) and r0 def= (�0)�1(r). As in the proof of theprevious lemma we onlude that pN 0(�) must be a proper lengthening of r0. Againby Lemma 2.23, this ontradits the strongness of (�; q). ut(Lemma 2.26)We are now ready to de�ne the notion of anonial protomouse assoiated withN . By Lemma 2.25, eahD�q(N) has a largest element, provided that it is nonempty.The protomouse we are looking for is that assoiated with the shortest possible qand the maximal element of D�q(N). The previous lemma implies that this divisoris in fat fully determined by the requirement that � is largest possible: Indeed, if(�; q) is a strong divisor with the largest possible � then no divisor (�0; q0) 6= (�; q)with q0 � q and �0 � � an be strong. On the other hand, if q0 is a proper segmentof q, then (�0; q0) an only be a divisor if �0 > �, and none of suh divisors an bestrong by our hoie of �. We thus set:(15) q(N) ' the shortest q suh that D�q(N) 6= ?�(N) ' max(D�q(N)):If N is pluripotent and does not admit strong divisors, i.e. (�(N); q(N)) as in (15)is unde�ned, we set(16) (�(N); q(N)) = (�; dN ) where � = r(ENtop)N(�(N); q(N)) = N



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 59In view of the remarks preeding Lemma 2.24, we an onsider (�; dN ) a strongdivisor of N . 3. The Square SequeneWith the tehnial means developed in the previous setions, we are ready tobegin with the onstrution of a ��-sequene. As it is typial for onstrutionsof square sequenes in �ne strutural models, we shall atually onstrut a so-alled �0�-sequene indexed by ordinals from a ertain .u.b. subset of �+. Suh asequene an easily be turned into a ��-sequene in the usual sense using merelyombinatorial manipulations (see [6℄). Reall that we work in L[E℄.Theorem 3.1. Let S be a .u.b. subset of �+ suh that all � 2 S satisfy:� � is the largest ardinal in JE� .� JE� is a fully elementary substruture of JE�+ .� E� = ?.Then there is a sequene C = hC� ; � 2 Sisatisfying the following requirements:� C� � S \ � is losed.� C� is unbounded in � whenever � is a limit point of S and f(�) > !.� C� \ �� = C�� whenever �� 2 C� ; this property is alled ohereny.� otp(C� ) � �Moreover, eah C� is uniformly de�nable over N� [fN�g where N� is the ollapsingL[E℄-level for � .The requirement that E� = ? holds on a .u.b. set, or equivalently, that only non-stationarily many � < �+ an index an extender, onstitutes a smallness onditionon the extender sequene E, and at the same time an upper bound at whih ourmethods break down. However, �� turns out to fail in L[E℄ if we move beyondthis bound, so our methods are in fat optimal. We shall return to these mattersin detail in the last subsetion whih summarizes the proof of the main theorem;for now just notie that if E� 6= ? for stationarily many � < �+, then E� is asuperstrong extender with �(E� ) = �.



60 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANDe�ning the Square Sequene. This subsetion is devoted to the notation,whih is quite massive. We split the set S into two disjoint parts S0 and S1 dependingon whether we an imitate Jensen's onstrution of square in L in the more generalL[E℄-ontext or not. It will turn out that a modi�ation of the same onstrutionthat employs protomie in plae of L[E℄-levels will provide us with a square sequeneon S1.To eah � 2 S we assign several auxiliary objets. Our notation builds on thatdeveloped in the previous setion, reall also the introdutory settings there.� N� is the ollapsing level for � .� n� = n(N� ) is the unique n suh that !%n+1N� = � < !%nN� .� p� = pN� .� If N� is pluripotent, then d� = dN� .� %� = %n�N� and H� = Hn�N� (that is, H� = HN� (!%n� ) = jJE%n� j).� A� = An� ;p� �n�N� .� ~h� = ~hn�+1N� and h℄� = hn� ;p�N� .� If N� is pluripotent, h�� = h�N� .� For eah k 2 !, let ~ k(z; y; x; w) be a �xed �(k)0 -formula in the languagefor premie suh that(9zk) ~ k(zk; y0; xk+1; w0)onstitutes a funtionally absolute �(k)1 -de�nition for the Skolem funtiony = ~hk+1Q (x;w) in any aeptable J-struture Q for this language. Then~H� = f(z; y; x; w) 2 Hn�N� � jN� j �Hn�+1N� � jN� j; N� j= ~ n� (z; y; x; w)g:By our restritions on � , the objet N� is always de�ned, being the longest initialsegment of L[E℄ in whih � looks like a suessor ardinal.S0 = S� S1S1 = f� 2 S; (�(N� ); q(N� )) is de�nedg;in other words, S1 onsists of all ordinals � suh that N� either admits a strongdivisor or is a pluripotent L[E℄-level.



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 61Before going further, reall the notation introdued at the end of the subsetionon premie and protomie in the previous setion. Reall also that if N� is pluripo-tent and does not admit strong divisors then N(r(EN�top); dN ) = N� . For � 2 S1 weset: � q� = q(N� ), m� = jq� j, and �� = �(N� ).� d� = dN� whenever N� is pluripotent.� r� = p� � q� if N� is not pluripotent, and r� = d� � q� if N� is pluripotent.� M� = N� (�� ; q� ).� �� = �N� (�� ; q� ), �� = �N� (�� ; q� ) and #� = #N� (�� ; q� ).� h� = hM� and if M� is a pluripotent L[E℄-level, then h� = h�M� .� Let  (z; y; x; w) be �xed �0-formula in the language for oherent struturessuh that (9z) (z; y; x; w) onstitutes funtionally absolute �1-de�nitionfor the funtion y = hQ(x;w) where Q is any aeptable J-struture forthis language. ThenH� = f(z; y; x; w) 2 jM� j � jM� j �H1M� � jM� j; M� j=  (z; y; x; w)g:We are now ready to give the �rst approximation to the sequene C. As we havealready mentioned, we de�ne C in suh a way that C � Si will be a �0�-sequene onSi, that is, C� � Si for any � 2 Si where i 2 f0; 1g. Sine S0 and S1 partition S, weimmediately have that C is a �0�-sequene on S. We shall treat the two ases � 2 S0and � 2 S1 simultaneously. Let us now de�ne the above mentioned approximationsB = hB� ; � 2 Si and B� = hB�� ; � 2 Si:De�nition. Given � 2 S0, B� is the set of all �� 2 S0 \ � satifying:� N�� is a premouse of the same type as N� .� n�� = n� .� There is a map ���� : N�� ! N� that is �(n� )0 -preserving with respet to thelanguage for premie and suh thata) �� = r(���� ) and ���� (�� ) = � ;b) ���� (p�� ) = p� ;) to eah � 2 p� there is a generalized witness Q� (�) for � with respetto N� and p� suh that Q� (�) 2 rng(���� ).



62 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANSolidity witnesses in lause ) are, of ourse, omputed with respet to the lan-guage for premie. The map ���� always has a ritial point sine, by the restritionsimposed on the elements of S, eah N� is stritly longer than JE� . Notie that ����is uniquely determined; this follows from the soundness of N�� . Given any x 2 N�� ,there is a � < � suh that x = ~h�� (�; p�� ); as �(n� )1 -statements are upward preservedunder �(n� )0 -embeddings and Skolem funtions ~h�� and ~h� have funtionally abso-lute �(n� )1 -de�nitions, �(x) = ~h� (�; p� ) for any map � satisfying the requirementsof the above de�nition. Notie also that lause ) in the above de�nition does nothave any inuene on the uniqueness of ���� , whih will be important in the ominglemmata. One further ruial fat about ���� is that ���� is not �(n� )1 -preserving,hene(17) ���� is non-o�nal at the n� -th level.Otherwise ���� would be �(n� )1 -preserving, so ~h�� (�; p�� ) would be de�ned i� ~h� (�; p� )would. By the soundness of N� , we would have rng(���� ) = N� , and from this theobviously false onslusion N�� = N� . Finally we note that lause ) in the abovede�nition will be used only one in the entire onstrution, namely in the proofthat C� is losed, to make sure that ertain diret limits are sound. The onditionin ) annot be strengthened in the sense that we would require standard soliditywitnesses to be members of the orresponding ranges; this follows from the fatthat we are fored to deal with embeddings with very weak preservation propertieswhih typially do not map standard witnesses to standard witnesses (and similarlyin the ase of preimages). Thus, the requirement that standard witnesses are in therange of ���� would damage the ohereny of our putative square sequenes.De�nition. Given � 2 S1, B� is the set of all �� 2 S1 \ � satisfying:� (��� ;m�� ) = (�� ;m� ).� There is a map ���� : M�� ! M� that is �0-preserving with respet to thelanguage for oherent strutures and suh thata) �� = r(���� ) and ���� (�� ) = � ;b) ���� (q�� ) = q� ;) to eah � 2 q� there is a generalized witness Q� (�) for � with respetto M� and q� suh that Q� (�) 2 rng(���� ).



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 63Clause ) is, of ourse, formulated with respet to the language for oherentstrutures; in partiular, solidity witnesses are omputed relative to this language.As before we observe that ���� is uniquely determined and lause ) in the abovede�nition does not have any inuene on its uniqueness. Again, ���� is not �1-preserving. In partiular,(18) ���� is non-o�nal.That M� is stritly longer than JE� follows from the fat that �� > � . So again wehave �� = r(���� ).From now on we shall work with a �xed � . Set� n = n� .Lemma 3.2. Let � 2 Si for i 2 f0; 1g and let �� < �� satisfy all requirements ofthe de�nition of B� exept possibly lause ). Then rng(���� ) � rng(���� ).Proof. Assume w.l.o.g. that � 2 S0; the proof for � 2 S1 is similar (and, in fat,muh simpler). The �rst step is to show(19) sup((���� )00!%��) < sup((���� )00!%�� ):Suppose this is false. Pik a � < � suh that ~h�� (�; p�� ) = ��; this is witnessed bysome z 2 H�� in the sense that ~H�� (z; ��; �; p�� ) holds. By applying ���� we obtain~H� (���� (z); ��; �; p� ). Choose a �� < !%�� suh that z 2 SE�� where � = ���� (��). Bythe failure of (19), there is a �� < !%�� suh that � � � 0 def= ���;� (��). Then thestatement (9un 2 SE�0)(9Æn < �) ~H� (un; Æn; �; p� ) holds in N� and, being a �(n)0 -statement, an be pulled bak by ���� . It follows that ~� = ~h��(�; p��) is de�nedand ���� (~� ) = ~h�� (�; p�� ) = ��, whih ontradits the fat that �� = r(���� ). Thisproves (19).With (19) at hand, the same argument as above, but with the roles of �� and ��swapped, yields the onlusion(20) ~h��(�; p��) is de�ned �! ~h�� (�; p�� ) is de�nedwhenever � < �. It follows that ���� (~h��(�; p��)) = ~h� (�; p� ) = ���� (~h�� )(�; p�� )whenever ~h��(�; p��) is de�ned. Sine N�� is sound, this ompletes the proof of thelemma.



64 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANRegarding the proof of (20), notie that this time we have to onsider also thosepoints in rng(���� ) whih are not elements of the n-th redut. To make sure that\pulling bak" in the above argument an be applied here, we need to know thatthe relation (9x0)(x0 = ~h� (�; p� )) is uniformly �(n)1 , i.e. it an be expressed in theform (9un)H 0� (un; �; p� ) where H 0� is uniformly �(n)0 . This is a onsequene of thefat that ~h� is a good �(n)1 -funtion, so the substitution of ~h� for v0 in the relationde�ned by �(0)1 -formula (9x0)(x0 = v0) yields the required result. To eah � < �,if z witnesses the left side of (20), i.e. if H 0��(z; �; p��), then H 0� (���;� (z); �; p� ) andwe an bound ���;� (z) by some ���� (SE�� ) where �� < !%�� . Pulling bak by ���� thenyields (9un 2 SE�� )H 0�� (un; �; p�� ), and thus the right side of (20). ut(Lemma 3.2)Lemma 3.3. Let � 2 Si for i 2 f0; 1g and �� 2 B� . Then B� \ �� = B�� �min(B� ).Proof. Suppose w.l.o.g. that � 2 S0. Pik a �� 2 B� \ �� . We �rst show that�� 2 B�� . By the previous lemma, rng(���� ) � rng(���� ), so we an de�ne a map� : N�� ! N�� by � = (���� )�1 Æ ���� . It is a routine to verify that � satis�esall requirements imposed on ����� exept possibly lause ), whih we verify now.Given �� 2 p�� , let � = ���� (��) and ����� (��) = ��. The de�nition of B� guaranteesthat we have a generalized witness Q� (�) for � with respet to N� and p� in therange of ���� , and we know that the ���;� -preimage �Q(��) of Q� (�) is in the rangeof �. But \Q is a generalited witness for � with respet to N and p" is a �(n)1 -statement, so it is downward preserved under �(n)0 -maps. It follows that �Q(��) is ageneralized witness for �� with respet to N�� and p�� . This proves that �� 2 B�� andthus the inlusion �.Let � 0 = min(B� ). Pik a �� 2 B�� � � 0 that is larger than � 0. De�ne anembedding � : N�� ! N� by � = ���� Æ ����� . Again, � meets all requirementsin the above de�nition exept possibly lause ), whih suÆes to onlude that� = ���� . Regarding ), if Q(�) 2 rng(�� 0� ) is a generalized witness for � 2 p�with respet to N� and p� , then Q(�) is in the range of ���� by the previous lemma,so �� 2 B� . This proves the inlusion �. ut(Lemma 3.3)By the previous lemma, the sequene B is almost oherent; the only de�ienyof B is that the initial segments of B� might grow as � dereases. This an be �xedby adding all potential initial segments to eah B� . For � 2 S we set



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 65� �(0) = � ;� �(i+ 1) ' min(B�(i));� `� = the least i suh that B�(i) = ?.The number `� is de�ned for every � 2 S, otherwise h�iii would onstitute anin�nite dereasing sequene of ordinals. We are now ready to de�ne a fully oherentsequene B�. Given any � 2 S,� B�� = B�(0) [ � � � [ B�(`��1)� ����� = ��(1)�(0) Æ � � �Æ��(j)�(j�1) Æ����(j) whenever �� 2 B�� and j is suh that�� 2 B�(j).Lemma 3.4. B� is a oherent sequene.Proof. Pik a � 2 S and a �� 2 B�� . Assume w.l.o.g. that �� > �(`� � 1) = min(B�� ).We �rst observe(21) min(B�� ) 2 B�� and B�� = B�� \ [min(B�� ); ��)This follows from Lemma 3.3. Let j be suh that �� 2 B�(j). Then �(j + 1) 2 B�� ,and either �(j + 1) = min(B�� ) or else B�� \ �(j + 1) is an end-tail of B�(j+1) � B�� .This proves the �rst part of (21). To see the seond part, we observe that B�� agreeswith B�(j) on [�(j + 1); �� ) and B�� agrees with B�(j+1) on [min(B�� ); �(j + 1)).De�ne �� (i) from �� the same way �(i) was de�ned from � . Let �̀ = `�� . Using(21) we indutively show that B��(i) is a segment of B�� for all i < �̀. It follows thatB��� is a (not neessarily initial) segment of B�� . But B��� must be in fat an initialsegment of B�� ; otherwise �� (�̀� 1) > �(`� � 1) whih would mean that B��(�̀�1) isnonempty. Contradition. ut(Lemma 3.4)Sine eah ����� is the unique �(n)0 -preserving map from N�� to N� with ritialpoint �� sending p�� to p� , Lemma 3.2 guarantees that rng(����� ) � rng(����� ) when-ever �� < �� are in S0. On S1, the situation is analogous. Thus, we an de�ne ������



66 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANby ������ = (����� )�1 Æ����� for any �� � �� from B�� [f�g. It follows immediately that
(22) ������ : N�� ! N�� is the unique map that is �(n)0 -preserving with respetto the language for premie, has ritial point ��, and sends �� to �� andp�� to p�� whenever � 2 S0 and �� � �� are in B�� [ f�gand������ : M�� ! M�� is the unique map that is �0-preserving with respetto the language for oherent strutures, has ritial point ��, and sends�� to �� and q�� to q�� whenever � 2 S1 and �� � �� are in B�� [ f�g.To omplete the de�nition of the square sequene, we will make use of the fol-lowing ruial lemma, whose proof will onstitute the rest of this setion.Lemma 3.5. For every � 2 S of unountable o�nality, B� is a .u.b. subset of� on a tail-end. In other words, there is a �� < � suh that B� � �� is losed andunbounded in � .To eah � 2 S, let �� be the least � 2 B�� [ f�g suh that B�� � � is losed in � .The ordinal �� is always de�ned and if f(�) > !, then �� < � , as follows from theprevious lemma and the fat that B� is a tail-end of B�� . SetC�� = B�� � �� and C� = hC�� ; � 2 SiGiven �� 2 C�� , we know that �� 2 B�� , �� � �� and that B�� ; B��� ohere. It followsthat ��� = �� . Consequently, C��� = B��� � ��� = B�� \ �� � �� = C�� \ �� . The sequeneC� thus satis�es all requirements of a �0�-sequene with the only exeption that thesets C�� might have large order type.We now observe that for � 2 S1, the order type of C�� is always small. Toeah �� < �� from C�� we have the map ������ : M�� ! M�� satisfying (22), sodom(F��) � dom(F�� ) and this inlusion is strit, as ������ is non-o�nal. Hene#�� < #�� . It follows that #�� 7! �� is a stritly monotone enumeration of C�� withdomain ontained in #� . But #� � �+ � � sine �� < �, so otp(C�� ) � otp(#� ) � �.The above disussion shows that for � 2 S1, our onstrution already yields a�0�-sequene. For � 2 S0 this is not obvious and to arrange that the order typesare small, we will replae the sets C�� by suitably hosen subsets.Let X� (�) be the �(n)1 -hull of f�; p�g in N� . We de�ne sequenes h��i; h��� i in thefollowing way:



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 67� �0 = min(C�� [ f�g)� ��� ' the least � < � suh that X� (�) is not ontained in rng(����� )� ��+1 = the least �� 2 C�� [ f�g suh that X� (��� ) is ontained in rng(����� )� � = supf��; � < g for limit � �� = the least � suh that �� = �If �� < � , then ��� is always de�ned; just hoose a � < � suh that �� = ~h� (�; p� )and observe that X� (�) is not ontained in rng(����� ), as �� = r(����� ). SetC 0� = f��; � < ��gLemma 3.6. hC 0� ; � 2 S0i is a �0�-sequene on S0.Proof. Given � < �� , the above de�nition immediately yields that ��+1 > ��. Itfollows that h��; � < �� i is a normal sequene, hene C 0� is losed. Furthermore, if� is not !-o�nal, C 0� is unbounded sine eah X� (��� ) is ountable and thereforeontained in rng(����� ) for suÆiently large �� 2 C�� (reall that C�� is .u.b. in �in this ase). We next observe that if �� < �, then X� (��� ) is not ontained inrng(������ ), as rng(������ ) � rng(����� ). So ��� < ���� would ontradit the minimalityof ���� . Furthermore, sine X� (���� ) � rng(�����+1� ) � rng(����� ), the ordinals ��� and���� must be distint. This proves that h��� ; � < �� i is a stritly inreasing sequeneof ordinals smaller than �. As an immediate onsequene we have �� � � and that� 7! �� is a stritly monotone enumeration of C 0� . So otp(C 0� ) � �. It only remainsto prove that the sequene hC 0� ; � 2 S0i is oherent.Pik a �� 2 C 0� . Assume that �� > min(C 0� ); otherwise there is nothing to prove.Sine �� 2 C�� , we know that C��� = C�� \ �� . By indution on � we show that ��� ' ��whenever � < ��� . For � = 0 this follows immediately and the same applies to limit�. It remains to prove that ���+1 ' ��+1, granted that this equality holds with � inplae of �+ 1. Here we utilize the following fat.(23) If X� (�) � rng(����� ), then X� (�) = (����� )00X�� (�).The inlusion � in the onlusion of (23) follows immediately, as �(n)1 -statementsare upward preserved under ����;� . Now suppose y 2 X� (�). This means that thereis an i 2 ! and � < !%� suh that (9un 2 SE� ) ~H� (un; y; hi; �i; p� ); take � to be the



68 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANleast suh. Then � is uniquely haraterized by the following �(n)0 -statement(24)(9un 2 SE� ) ~H� (un; y; hi; �i; p� ) & (8vn 2 SE� )(8un 2 vn): ~H� (un; y; hi; �i; p� );Sine y = ~h� (hi; �i; p� ) and ~h is a good �(n)1 -funtion, substituting ~h� (hi; �i; p� ) fory in (24) yields that � is �(n)1 -de�nable over N� from � and p� , so � 2 X� (�). Byour assumption that X� (�) � rng(����;� ), there are �y; �� 2 N�� suh that y = ����� (�y)and � = ����� (��). Then (24) holds in N�� with �� ; ��; �y and p�� in plae of �; �; y and p� ;this witnesses that (9un) ~H�� (un; �y; hi; �i; p�� ), i.e. that �y = ~h�� (hi; �i; p�� ) 2 X�� (�).This proves (23).Now suppose �� = ��� < �� . Reall that ��� 0� = ����� Æ ��� 0�� for any � 0 < �� . By theeasy part of (23), for any � < � we haveX� (�) � rng(����� ) �! X�� (�) � rng(������ ):It follows that ���� � ��� . Sine we are assuming that �� 2 C 0� and �� < �� , we have��+1 � �� , so X� (��� ) � rng(����� ). Using the full strength of (23) we obtain(25) X� (��� ) = (����� )00X�� (��� );so X�� (��� ) 6� rng(�����;�� ). It follows that ���� = ��� . Letting �� be this ommon value,(25) guarantees that for every � 0 2 [���; �� ℄ \ C�� ,X� (��) � rng(��� 0� )  ! X�� (��) � rng(��� 0�� );whih in turn implies that ���+1 = ��+1. ut(Lemma 3.6)It is now obvious that if we de�ne C = hC� ; � 2 Si byC� = 8<: C 0� if � 2 S0C�� if � 2 S1;then C is a �0�-sequene on S. To omplete the onstrution, we have to give theproof of Lemma 3.5. The rest of this setion is devoted to this task.When � 2 S0. Let � 2 S0 be a limit point of S with unountable o�nality. We�rst de�ne an approximation D to B� . The set D is the set of all �� 2 S\� satifying:� N�� is a premouse of the same type as N� .� n�� = n� .



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 69� There is a map ���� : N�� ! N� whih is �(n� )0 -preserving with respet tothe language for premie and suh thata) �� = r(���� ) and ���� (�� ) = � ;b) ���� (p�� ) = p� ;) to eah � 2 p� there is a generalized witness Q� (�) for � with respetto N� and p� suh that Q� (�) 2 rng(���� ).Generalized witnesses in lause ) are, of ourse, omputed in the language forpremie. The only di�erene between D and B� is that we also allow ordinals fromS1 to be elements of D. Later we prove that there are only boundedly many suhordinals in � . Obviously, B� � D.Lemma 3.7. D is unbounded in � .Proof. Given a � 0 < � , we shall �nd a ~� � � 0 in D. Form the elementaryhull of fN� ; � 0; Sg in JE�++ . Let H be the transitive ollapse of this hull and let�0 : H ! JE�++ be the assoiated unollapsing map. Notie that both � and �+ arein rng(�0). We set:� �N; ��; �� ; �S = ��10 (N� ; �; �; S);� � = �0 � �N : �N ! N� ;� ~� = sup(�00�� ).As S is a .u.b. subset of � , its �0-preimage �S is .u.b. in �� . It follows that �00�Sis o�nal in ~� , so ~� is a limit point of S. Thus, ~� 2 S. Notie also that ~� < � ,as rng(�) is ountable, and that � 0 < ~� , as � 0 2 rng(�). Our aim is to show that~� 2 D.Sine N� is in the range of �0, all �rst order properties of N� are downwardpreserved under �0. In partiular, �N is premouse of the same type as N� . Reallthat N� is not pluripotent, as � 2 S0 and (�(N� ); q(N� )) is always de�ned forpluripotent N� . Thus, either r(E �Ntop) � �� or else !%1�N > ��. Working in thelanguage for premie, the following is standard to verify:� �� = ��+ �N ;� !%!�N = !%n+1�N = �� < !%n�N where n = n� ;� �(p �N ) = p� ;� �N is sound and solid;� �(W ��;p �N�N ) = W�;p�N� whenever �� 2 p �N and � = �(��).



70 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANBy the interpolation lemma (Lemma 1.2), the anonial extension ~� : �N ! ~N of� � JE �N�� : JE �N�� ! JE~� exists, and is �(n)0 -preserving and o�nal. Also, there isa �(n)0 -preserving embedding �0 : ~N ! N� satisfying �0 � ~� = id, �0(~� ) = � and�0 Æ ~� = �. Notie also that ~� = �+ ~N = ~�(�� ). Our aim is to show that ~N = N~� ,n~� = n and �0 = �~�� , whih will prove the lemma. At this point we are only ableto state these preservation properties with respet to the language for oherentstrutures, sine it is not lear that ~N is a premouse of the same type as N� and�N , and that the onstant sympbol _ is interpreted in ~N in the orret way.We would like to apply the ondensation lemma to the embedding �0 : ~N ! N� ,so let us verify that this is possible. We �rst show that ~N is a premouse of the sametype as �N and N� . This will also take are of the �rst lause in the de�nition of D.Assume that N� is ative, as otherwise there is nothing to prove. To see that ~N isa potential premouse, we have to hek the weak amenability of the top extender,as the rest is automatially preserved. Notie that either n > 0, in whih ase ~� is�2-preserving, or else n = 0, in whih ase ~� is �0-preserving and o�nal and, beinga oarse pseudoultrapower embedding, maps suessor ardinals of �N o�nally intotheir images. In the former ase, the potential premousehood of �N is automatiallyupward preserved under �. In the latter ase we have �� def= r(E �Ntop) � �� (reallthat this follows from our assumption that N� is not pluripotent), so �# def= ��+ �N ismapped o�nally into its image (~�(��))+ ~N . It follows that E ~Ntop measures all subsetof r(E ~Ntop) in ~N . Now if �N is of type A or B then ~N is of the same type by thepreservation properties of ~� and Lemma 1.5. If ~N is of type C then n > 0, againby our assumption that N� is not pluripotent. Then either n > 1, in whih ase~� is �(1)2 -preserving, or else n = 1, in whih ase ~� is �(1)0 -preserving and o�nal,and so Q(1)-preserving. In either ase, ~N is a type C premouse by b) of the samelemma. It follows that the preservation properties of the maps ~� and �0 hold withrespet to the language for premie.Form now on work in the language for premie. As a next step, we have to verifythat the �ne strutural requirements are met. More preisely,!%!~N = !%n+1~N � � and ~N is sound.Let ~p = ~�(p �N ). By the properties of pseudoultrapowers, every a 2 ~N is of the form~�(f)(�) where � < � and f is a good �(n�1)1 ( �N)-funtion in some �q 2 �N . Fix a



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 71funtionally absolute �(n�1)1 -de�nition '(u; v; z) for f , i.e. ' is suh that y = f(x)i� �N j= '(x; �q; y). Setting ~q = ~�(�q), '(x; ~q; y) de�nes ~�(f) over ~N . Pik an � < ��suh that �q = ~hn+1�N (�; p �N ); this is possible, as �N is sound and !%n+1�N = ��. Fromthe fat that this identity is upward preserved under ~� and that substituing ~hn+1�Ninto ' results in a �(n)1 -statement (reall that ~hn+1�N is a good �(n)1 ( �N)-funtion) weinfer that a is the unique objet z satisfying~N j= '(�; ~hn+1~N (~�(�); ~p; z);so a is �(n)1 ( ~N)-de�nable in the parameter ~p and ordinals �; ~�(�) < �. This provesthat ~hn+1~N (� [ f~pg) = ~N . As an immediate onsequene we have !%n+1~N � �. Infat, !%n+1~N = � sine � is a ardinal in L[E℄ and our onstrution takes plae there.Thus, ~p 2 Rn+1~N . To see that ~N is sound, it suÆes to prove that ~p = p ~N . By ouronstrution, �0(~p) = p� and W�;p�N� 2 rng(�) � rng(�0) whenever � 2 p� , so forevery ~� 2 ~p, W�;p�N� 2 rng(�0) is a generalized witness for � = �0(~�) with respetto N� and p� . Reall that the property of being suh a witness is �(n)1 whenever �is not smaller than the (n+ 1)-st projetum, and therefore is downward preservedunder �0. So �0�1(W�;p�N� ) is a generalized witness for ~� with respet to ~N and ~p in~N whenever ~� 2 ~p. As ~p 2 P �~N = Pn+1~N , we have ~p = p ~N . This ompletes the proofof the fat that ~N is sound. Moreover, we have shown that �0(~p) = p� .Now apply the ondensation lemma to �0 : ~N ! N� . Clause a) is impossible, as�+ ~N = ~� < � = �+N� . Clause ) is false, as it would imply that ~N is not sound.Finally, d) is not the ase, as E~� = ?. It follows that ~N is a proper initial segmentof N� , and thus of L[E℄. Sine ~� = �+ ~N and ~N projets to �, ~N is the ollapsinglevel for ~� in L[E℄, i.e. ~N = N~� . That n~� = n is lear from the disussion in theprevious paragraph. Also, �0 = �~�� , as �0 � � = id and �0(p~� ) = p� and �0 is fullydetermined by these two properties. To see that ~� is in D, it suÆes to show that�0 satis�es lause ) in the de�nition of D. But this also follows immediately fromthe previous paragraph. ut(Lemma 3.7)Lemma 3.8. D is losed in � .Proof. Let ~� be a limit point of D. So ~� 2 S, as S is losed. To see that ~� has therequired properties, we shall use the properties of diret limits developed in the �nestruture subsetion in the preliminaries. Form the diret limit h ~N; ��� ~� ; �� 2 D\ ~� i



72 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANof the diagram hN�� ; ����� ; �� � �� & ��; �� 2 D\~�i. This diret limit is well-founded,as there is a �0-preserving embedding � : ~N ! N� de�ned by � : ��� ~� (x) 7! ���� (x).From now on onsider ~N to be transitive. Notie that � Æ ��� ~� = ���� . For � < ~� wehave �~�� (�) = ���� (�) = � where �� is suh that � < �� < ~� , so �~�� � ~� = id. Also,the thread h�� ; �� 2 D \ ~�i learly represents ~� in ~N , so ~� = ��� ~� (�� ) and �~�� (~� ) = � .It follows that ~� = �+ ~N and ~� = r(�~�� ). By the disussion of diret limits atthe end of the �ne struture subsetion in the preliminaries, the maps ��� ~� are infat �(n)0 -preserving where n = n� . As in the previous lemma, these preservationproperties hold with respet to the language for oherent strutures, as it is notlear that ~N is a premouse of the same type as N� and the onstant _ is orretlyinterpreted in ~N . Our aim is to show that ~N = N~� , and again we intend to use theondensation lemma. Thus, we have to show that the asuumptions are met.The �rst step towards this is the veri�ation that ~N is a premouse of the sametype as N� . To see that ~N is a potential premouse, reall that �2-properties whihhold on a tail-end are upward preserved under diret limit maps. We know that eahN�� is of the same type as N� . If they are of type A, then so is ~N , as the statement\(8�� < �N )(�� is not a utpoint of ENtop)" is �2(N) for any N . If N� is of type B,then ����� (N�� ) = N�� , so ����� (��N�� ) = ��N�� , as ��N is the largest ardinal in JENNfor any N . Set (~; ~��) = ��� ~� (N�� ; ��N�� ); the preservation properties of the diretlimit maps then guarantee that ~�� is a utpoint of E ~Ntop and E ~Ntop � ~�� = E ~N~ . Now,exatly as in the ase of type A premie, we an show that there are no utpointsof E ~Ntop larger than ~��. Hene ~N is of type B as well, ~�� = ��~N and ~ =  ~N . Itremains to disuss the ase where N� is of type C. Then !%1N�� = �N�� > �, as bothN� and all N�� are in S. It follows that n > 0, so �(1)2 -statements whih hold on atail-end of D \ ~� are upwards preserved under the diret limit maps. Notie alsothat !%1~N = Sf�00�� ~�!%1N�� ; �� 2 D \ ~�g = Sf�00�� ~��N�� ; �� 2 D \ ~�g = � ~N . That ~N is oftype C an be expressed by the Q(1)-statement(8�1)(9��1 � �1)(��1 is a utpoint of E ~Ntop);so it is true in ~N by the preservation properties of the diret limit maps. Now givenany �� < � ~N , E ~Ntop j �� = fhx; yi; (9y0)(hx; y0i 2 E ~Ntop & y = y0 \ ��g;



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 73so E ~Ntop j �� is �1(N)-de�nable in ��. But we have seen that �� < !%1~N = � ~N , soE ~Ntop j �� being a bounded subset of � ~N , must be in ~N . This proves that ~N is atype C premouse. From now on we know that the preservation properties of allmaps ��� ~� and � hold with respet to the language for premie.Let ~p = ��� ~� (p�� ) for �� 2 D \ ~� . Given an x 2 ~N , there is a �� 2 D \ ~� andan �x 2 N�� suh that x = ��� ~� (�x). By the soundness of N�� , there is an � < �satisfying �x = ~h�� (�; p�� ). This statement, being �(n)1 , is upward preserved by ��� ~� ,so x = ~hn+1~N (�; ~p). Sine x was arbitrary, ~N = ~hn+1~N (� [ f~pg). As in the proofof the previous lemma we onlude that !%!~N = !%n+1~N = � and ~p 2 Rn+1~N . Nownotie that �~�� (~p) = p� and that for any � 2 pN� , there is a generalized witnessfor � with respet to N� and p� in rng(�). The latter follows from the fat thatrng(�) � rng(���� ) and that rng(���� ) ontains suh witnesses, as is ensured by ) inthe de�ntion of D. From now on we an literally repeat the proof of the previouslemma and infer that ~N is sound and ~p = p ~N , and, onsequently, that ~N = N~� ,n~� = n and � = �~�� . Thus, ~� 2 D. ut(Lemma 3.8)Lemma 3.9. D is a subset of S0 on a tail-end, i.e. there is a �� < � suh thatD � �� � S0.Proof. Suppose the ontrary, i.e. let h��; � < Æi be an inreasing sequene o�nal in� suh that eah �� is in S1. Due to the pigeonhole priniple, we an assume w.l.o.g.that jq�� j = m for some �xed m 2 !. Furthermore, we an assume that the sequeneh��� ; � < Æi is monotone (not neessarily stritly), as we an always replae it by amonotone subsequene h���(�) ; � < Æ0i where �(�) is indutively de�ned by��(�) = supf�(��) + 1; �� < �g�(�) ' the least � suh that ��(�) � � < Æ and ��� = minf��� ; ��(�) � � < Ægwhere sup(?) = 0. Let � = supf��� ; � < Æg, let q be the bottom segment of p� withexatly m elements and let r = p� � q. Notie that � � � and that q = ���� (q��)and r = ���� (r��) for all � < Æ.We show that (�; q) is a divisor of N� by verifying all lauses in the de�nition ofa divisor. From the proof of previous lemma we know that hN� ; ���� ; � < Æi is thediret limit of the diagram hN�� ; ������ ; �� � � < Æi. We shall use properties of �nestrutural diret limits disussed in the �ne struture subsetion in the preliminaries



74 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANwithout further referene. Notie �rst that(26) !%� = [�<Æ �00���!%�� :We further observe that(27) ~h� (� [ frg) = [�<Æ �00���~h��(��� [ fr��g):The inlusion � follows from the fat that �(n)1 -statements are upward preservedunder ���� , so if y = ~h��(�; r��) for some � < ��� then ���� (y) = ~h� (�; r). Theonverse follows from the properties of diret limits that �(n)1 statements are down-ward preserved on a tail-end. So if y = ~h� (�; r), then for a suÆiently large � < Æ,the value y� = ~h��(�; r��) is de�ned and ���� (y�) = y. This proves (27). Now as(��� ; q��) is a divisor for N�� for any � < Æ, eah hull ~h��(��� [ fr��g) is o�nal in!%�� . This together with (26) and (27) yields that ~h� (� [ frg) is o�nal in !%� ,whih proves lause ) in the de�nition of divisor.To verify d), we show(28) ~h� (� [ frg) \ (max(q) + 1) � �:Reall that we have set max(?) = � here. Fix a � � max(q) suh that � = ~h� (�; r)for some � < �. Pik an � < Æ suh that �� = ~h��(�; r��) is de�ned and so � = ���� (��).Hene �� � max(q��). As (��� ; q��) is a divisor, �� < ��� . So � = ���� (��) = �� < ��� ��, whih proves (28). Thus, setting � to be the least ordinal in ~h� (�; r) � �, wehave � > max(q� ). On the other hand, � � ���� (���) < !%� ; the former inequalityis a onsequene of the fat that ���� (���) is obviously in ~h� (�[ frg). This veri�esa), b) and d) and ompletes the proof of the laim.Reall that N� as well as all N�� fail to be pluripotent, as � 2 S0 and all N�� areof the same type as N� . This means that divisors of these premie are determinedby the standard parameters, and not by the Dodd parameters. Moreover, (�; q)is not strong, as no � 2 S0 admits a strong divisor. The remaining part of theargument makes a substantial use of Lemma 2.22 as well as of its proof. By thatlemma, pN 0� (�) is a proper lengthening of r0 = �0�1(r) where �0 : N 0� (�) ! N� isthe unollapsing embedding assoiated with the �(n)1 -hull ~h� (�� [ fp�g). Let �0be the largest element of pN 0� (�) � r0. Then W �0;r0N 0� (�) 2 N 0� (�), as the preservationproperties of �0 ombined with the ondensation lemma guarantee that N 0� (�) is



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 75solid. Letting Q = �0(W �0;r0N 0� (�)) and t = �0(t0) where t0 is the preimage of r0 underthe assoiated anonial witness map, hQ; ti is a generalized witness, in the weaksense introdued immediately above Lemma 2.16, for � = �0(�0) with respet toN� and r. We have to onsider this weaker notion of a solidity witness, as itmight happen that � < � = !%n+1N� while hQ; ti ontains information merely about�(n)1 (N� )-de�nable subsets of �. Let �; � < � be suh that hQ; ti = ~h� (�; p� ) and� = ~h� (�; p� ); suh ordinals exist, as rng(�0) = ~h� (�� [ fp�g). Let � < Æ besuÆiently large so that �; � < ��� and both �� = ~h��(�; p��) and �T = ~h��(�; p��) arede�ned. Then ���� ( ��; �T ) = (�; hQ; ti), so �T is of the form h �Q; �ti, and is a generalizedwitness, in the weak sense, for �� with respet to N�� and r�� ; to see this, reall thatbeing a generalized witness in the weak sense is a �(n)1 -property, and therefore isdownward preserved under the �(n)0 -preserving map ���� . Moreover, both �� andh �Q; �ti are in the range of �0�� = ~h��(�� [ fp�g) by our hoie of �; � and �. Finally�� � ��� , as � � � (this follows easily from the de�nition of �) and �� � �. Thus,if ( ��; h �Q; �ti) = �0��( ��0; h �Q0; �t0i), then ��0 � ��� and h �Q0; �t0i is a generalized witnessfor ��0 with respet to N 0��(���) and r0�� that is an element of N 0��(���). Notie thath �Q0; �t0i turns out to be a generalized witness in the strong sense, as the (n + 1)-stprojetum of N 0��(���) is preisely ��� . By the �rst part of the proof of Lemma 2.18,the standard witness W 0 def= W ��0;r0��N 0�� (��� ) is an element of N 0��(���) as well. Let t0��be the preimage of r0�� under the assoiated anonial witness map. Sine thismap is �(n)1 -preserving, for any set A whih is �(n)1 (N 0��(���)) in the parameter r0��we an �nd some A0 whih is �(n)1 (W 0)-de�nable in the parameter t0�� suh thatA \ ��0 = A0 \ ��0 2 N 0��(���). Then r0�� =2 Pn+1�� , as ��0 � ��� . In other words,pN 0��(��� ) is a proper lengthening of r0�� . By Lemma 2.22, the divisor (��� ; q��) is notstrong, a ontradition. ut(Lemma 3.9)Let �� be minimal with the property that D� �� � S0. By the previous lemmata,�� < � and B� � �� = D� �� is losed and unbounded in � . This ompletes the proofof Lemma 3.5 for � 2 S0.When � 2 S1. Here we adopt the same strategy as for � 2 S0. We again assumethat � is a limit point of S, of unountable o�nality, but now, of ourse, � 2 S1.Let D be the set of all �� 2 S1 \ � satisfying:



76 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMAN� (�� ;m� ) determines a strong divisor of N�� , i.e. setting q��� to be the bottomsegment of p�� of length m� , the pair (�� ; q��� ) is a strong divisor of N�� .� Setting M��� = N�� (�� ; q��� ), there is a map ���� : M��� ! M� whih is �0-preserving with respet to the language for oherent strutures and suhthata) �� = r(���� ) and ���� (�� ) = � ;b) ���� (q��� ) = q� ;) to eah � 2 q� there is a generalized witness Q� (�) for � with respetto M� and q� suh that Q� (�) 2 rng(���� ).Generalized witnesses in lause ) are, of ourse, omputed in the language foroherent strutures. Notie that M��� is never a pluripotent L[E℄-level, even if M�is, as its top extender annot measure all subsets of �� . This follows from the fatthat ���� is not o�nal. We �rst prove that D is losed unbounded in � , and thenthat (�� ; q��� ) = (��� ; q�� ) on a tail-end of D. The proofs of the following lemmata are,as expeted, variants of the proofs of the orresponding lemmata from the previousase adapted to protomie.Lemma 3.10. D is unbounded in � .Proof. Let � 0 < � ; we have to �nd a ~� � � 0 in D. Let M = N� (�� ; q� ). It mighthappen (and it often will!) that M = N� is a pluripotent premouse. Reall thatM an only be of type A or B, as � 2 S. The following argument will be arriedout in the language for oherent strutures even in the ase where M is a type Bpremouse.As before onstrut �M; ��; �� 2 H and an embedding � : H ! JE�++ suh that�( �M; ��; �� ; ��; �#) = M;�; �; �� ; # where # = #(M). Also, setting ~� = sup(�00�� ), itfollows as before that � 0 � ~� < � and that ~� is a limit point of S, so ~� is an elementof S. From the preservation properties of � we infer the following fats about �M :� �M is a oherent struture that is a premouse just in ase that M is. If M isa premouse, then M is pluripotent and �M is a premouse of the some typeas M . If M is a protomouse, then the top extender of �M is not weaklyamenable with respet to �M .� �� = ��+ �M .� !%!�M = !%1�M = ��.



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 77� If �q is the standard parameter of �M , then �(�q) = q� .� �# is losed in �M relative to �q, see Lemma 2.24 and the preeding de�nition.� �M is sound and solid;� �(W ��;�q�M ) = W�;q�M whenever �� 2 �q and � = �(��).Form the anonial extension ~� : �M ! ~M of � � JE �M�� : JE �M�� ! JE~� . Let�0 : ~M ! M be the embedding given by the interpolation lemma. Notie that, as!%1�M = ��, this extension is a oarse extension. Exatly as in the proof of Lemma 3.7we infer:� ~M is a oherent struture, and ~� : �M ! ~M is �0-preserving and o�nal;� ~� is a oarse pseudoultrapower map and ~�(��; ��) = (�; ~� );� r(�0) = ~� and �0(~� ) = � ;� h ~M (� [ f~qg) = ~M where ~q = ~�(�q);� !%!~M = !%1~M = � and ~q 2 R ~M ;� letting �t be the preimage of �q under the anonial witness map assoiatedwith W ��;�q�M , hQ(~�); ~ti = ~�(hW ��;�q�M ); �ti)is a generalized witness for ~� = ~�(��) with respet to ~M and ~q that is anelement of ~M ;� ~q = p ~M ;� ~M is solid and sound;� �0(p ~M ) = q� and �0(Q(~�)) = W�;q�M whenever ~� 2 ~q and � = �0(~�), as�0 Æ ~� = �.We note that the equality ~q = p ~M follows from its two preeding lauses. Sine~q 2 P ~M , we do not need to know beforehands that ~M is solid. See the subsetionon �ne struture, the part on solidity, in the preliminaries.Applying Lemma 2.19 (resp. Lemma 2.20), we onlude that ~M = N~� (�� ; ~q).Thus, ~M is always a protomouse, even if M is a premouse. This is aused by thefat that �0 is non-o�nal. Let �F ; ~F and F be the top extender of �M; ~M and M ,respetively. So r( ~F ) = �� . Reall that �F and ~F determine o�nal maps from �#and ~# = #( ~M) to ht( �M) and ht( ~M), respetively. Also, these maps have the same�1-de�nition over the respetive strutures (in �M , for instane, the map is de�nedby otp(a) 7! otp( �F (a))). This together with the fat that ~� is o�nal implies that



78 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMAN~� maps �# o�nally into ~#. To see that ~� 2 D, it suÆes to prove that (�� ; ~q) is astrong divisor of N~� . By Lemma 2.24, this is equivalent to showing that ~# is losedin ~M relative to ~q.Assume we have established:(29) There are unboundedly many #� < # that are losed in M relative to q� .It follows that there are unboundedly many �#� < �# whih are losed in �M relativeto �q. That �#� is losed in �M relative to �q is equivalent to(8w)(8f 2 JE �M�#� )(8� < �� )[w = �F (f)(�q; �) �! w \ �� 2 JE �M�#� ℄:This is a �1-statement, so the same holds of ~�(�#�); ~q and ~F~#� in ~M , whih provesthat ~�(�#�) is losed in ~M relative to ~q. So ~# is losed in ~M relative to ~q, as ~� maps�# o�nally into ~#.To omplete the proof, we have to verify (29). If M is a premouse, (29) followsby a simple losure argument. We now give a more general argument whih alsogoes through for protomie. Notie that f(#) = f(�) > !, as#0 7! sup(fF (f)(q� ; �); f : �� ! �� & f 2 JE#0 & � 2 �g \ �)is a monotone map mapping # o�nally into � . This follows from the regularity of� in M and the fat that for eah #�, the values on the right side are determined byF#� , whih is an element of M . Suppose (29) fails. Let Æ = f(#) and let h#0�; � < Æibe a normal sequene unbounded in # suh that #00 is above all ordinals that arelosed in M relative to q� . To eah � < Æ �x a map f� : �� ! P(�� ) and an ordinal�� < �� suh that F (f�)(q� ; ��)\�� =2 JE#0� . For limit �, let g(�) be the least �� suhthat f� 2 JE#0�� . Then g is a regressive funtion de�ned on all limit ordinals belowÆ, so it has a onstant value, say ��, on some stationary S � Æ. Thus, for � 2 Swe have f� 2 JE#� where #� = #0�� . As �� is the largest ardinal in JE# , there isan enumeration f� 2 JE# of all funtions f : �� ! P(�� ) whih are in JE#� . De�nef 0 : �� ! P(�� ) byf 0(�) = f��; �; �0�; �0 2 f�(�)(�; �) & �; � < ��g:



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 79Clearly, f 0 2 JE# and F (f 0)(q� ) is a subset of �� . As # is losed, F (f 0)(q� )\�� 2 JE#0�0for some �0 2 S. Henef�0 < �� ; ��; �; �0� 2 F (f 0)(q� )g 2 JE#�0whenever �; � < �� . In partiular, this must be true of ~� and ��0 where ~� < �� issuh that f�(~�) = f�0 . Thenf�0 < �� ; �~�; ��0 ; �0� 2 F (f 0)(q� )g = F (f�0)(q� ; ��0) \ �� ;and F (f�0)(q� ; ��0) \ �� =2 JE#�0 by our hoie of f�0 and ��0 . Contradition.ut(Lemma 3.10)Lemma 3.11. D is losed in � .Proof. We shall losely follow the proof of Lemma 3.8. Let ~� < � be a limitpoint of D. Then ~� 2 S. Form the diret limit h ~M;��� ~� ; �� 2 D \ ~� i of the diagramhM��� ; ����� ; �� � �� & ��; �� 2 D \ ~� i. As before we have the �0-preserving map� : ~M !M de�ned by ��� ~� (x) 7! ���� (x), so ~M is well-founded and we an onsiderit to be transitive. The arguments from the proof of Lemma 3.8 an be modi�ed ina straightforward way to obtain the following properties of ~M and �. In the lausesbelow, �� is an arbitrary element of D \ ~� .� ~M is a oherent struture.� ��� ~� (�� ) = ~� and � Æ ��� ~� = ���� .� r(�) = ~� and �(~� ) = � .� h ~M (� [ f~qg) = ~M where ~q = ��� ~� (q��� ), so !%!~M = !%1~M = � and ~q 2 R ~M .� �(~q) = q� .� Let ~� 2 ~q and �(~�) = �. So � 2 q� . If hQ(�); t(�)i is a generalized witnessfor � with respet to M� and q� and hQ(�); t(�)i 2 rng(���� ) for some�� 2 D \ � then hQ(~�); t(~�)i def= ��1(hQ(�); t(�)i) is a generalized witnessfor ~� with respet to ~M and ~q.� ~q = p ~M .� ~M is sound and solid.The very �rst lause follows from the fat that the diret limit ~M satis�es �2-statements whih hold on a tail-end of D\ ~� ; the rest is lear. By the ondensationLemma 2.19 (resp. Lemma 2.20), ~M = N~� (�� ; ~q). Thus, ~M is always a protomouse.



80 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANTo omplete the proof, we have to show that (�� ; ~q) is a strong divisor of ~M . Weagain show that ~# = #( ~M) is losed in ~M relative to ~q. So pik an f 2 JE~# and� < �� , and �x some �� 2 D \ ~� suh that ~F (f) 2 rng(��� ~� ) where ~F is the topextender of ~M . Letting �F be the top extender of M��� , we have~F (f)(~q; �) \ �� = ��� ~� ( �F (f)(q��� ; �) \ �� ) = �F (f)(q��� ; �) \ �� 2 JE#�� � JE~# :The seond equality is a onsequene of the fat that ��� ~� (�� ) = �� , and the mem-bership relation follows from assumption that (�� ; q��� ) is a strong divisor of N�� .(Notie that this in fat proves that #�� is losed in ~M relative to ~q for eah �� 2 D\~� .Also, the set of all #�� is .u.b. in ~#.) ut(Lemma 3.11)Lemma 3.12. There is a �� < � suh that for every � 0 2 D� �� we have (�� ; q�� 0) =(��� ; q�� ). Consequently, D � �� = B� � �� .Proof. We will again follow the proof of the orresponding Lemma 3.9. Supposefor a ontradition that h��; � < Æi is an inreasing sequene o�nal in � suh that(��� ; q��) 6= (�� ; q���). By the de�nition of (��� ; q��), eah q�� is a bottom part of q��� ,say q��� = q�� [ s�� . Moreover, ��� > �� for every � < Æ. This follows again fromthe de�nition of (��� ; q��) if q�� = q��� , and from Lemma 2.26 otherwise. Arguing asin the proof of Lemma 3.9, we an assume w.l.o.g. that h��� ; � < Æi is a monotonesequene and all q�� have a �xed size, say m. Then ������(q��� ; s���) = (q�� ; s��)whenever �� � � < Æ, and we an set (reall the notation from the beginning ofthis setion, in partiular that introdued in the subsetion \De�ning the squaresequene") q = ���� (q��);s = ���� (s��);r = r� ;� = sup�<Æ ��� :The former two values learly do not depend on �. Also, s might be empty, in whihase q = q� . We �rst observe that (�; q) is a divisor of N� . As q is a bottom partof q� and � > �� , this divisor annot be strong by the de�nition of (q� ; �� ). Usinga reetion argument we then derive a ontradition to the fat that all (��� ; q��)are strong.



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 81Reall that M = N� (�� ; q� ). To see that (�; q) is a divisor of N� , we �rstverify lause ) from the de�nition of a divisor. Assuming that M is a protomouse,~h� (�[fr[sg) � ~h� (�� [frg) whenever N� is not pluripotent, and h� (�[fr[sg) �h� (�[frg) whenever N� is pluripotent. In either ase, the hull on the left is o�nalin !%� , as the hull on the right is. If M = N� then h� (� [ fsg) is o�nal in N�by the elementary properties of oherent strutures (r = ? in this ase). Now itsuÆes to show that ~h� (�[fr[sg)\(max(q)+1) = � in the former ase where M isa protomouse and N� is not pluripotent, and that h� (�[fr[sg)\(max(q)+1) = �in the latter two ases where either M is a protomouse and N� is pluripotent or elseM = N� . This will guarantee that (�; q) has the rest of the properties of divisors.Suppose �rst that M is a protomouse, and pik a � from the above intersetion.Let F� and F�� be the top extender of M and M��� , respetively. By Lemma 2.13,� is of the form F� (f)(�; s) for some f : �� ! �� and � < �. For � is suÆientlylarge suh that f 2 dom(F��) and � < ��� set �� = F��(f)(�; s��), then learly���� (��) = �. Sine � � max(q), we have �� � max(q��). Again by Lemma 2.13,�� 2 ~h��(��� [ fr��g) if N�� is not pluripotent, and �� 2 h��(��� [ fr��g) if N�� ispluripotent; this follows from the fat that (��� ; q��) is a divisor of N�� (reall thatM�� is a protomouse). Hene �� < ��� and, onsequently, � = ���� (��) < ��� � �.This ompletes the proof that (�; q) is a divisor if M is a protomouse. If M = N� ,the argument is the same, but we have to use Lemma 2.14 instead of Lemma 2.13,i.e. this time � will be of the form F� (f)(�; s; �� ). Clearly, the presene of �� as aparameter here will not do any harm, as �� < �.Reall the notation introdued in Setion 2, the subsetion on strong divisors.�0 : N 0� (�) ! N� is the unollapsing map assoiated with the hull ~h� (� [ fp�g) ifN� is not pluripotent, and with h� (� [ fd�g) otherwise. Let �0(r0; s0) = (r; s). Aswe have already mentioned, the divisor (�; q) annot be strong. This means thatfor some �0 suh that � � �0 < min(s0) we have(30) W �0;r0[s0N 0� (�) 2 N 0� (�):To see this, we have to disuss two ases. The notion of solidity witness used here isthe weaker one introdued immediately above Lemma 2.16. That is, forming soliditywitnesses is sensitive to de�nability degree �(n� )1 in the language orresponding toN� . If N� is not pluripotent or else if �N�� (�� ; r [ s) > �� , then (30) follows from



82 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANLemma 2.22. We know that pN 0� (�) is a proper lengthening of r0 [ s0, so it suÆesto let �0 be the maximum of pN 0� (�) � (r0 [ s0). If �N�� (�� ; r [ s) = �� (so N� ispluripotent and r [ s = ?), we use Lemma 2.23. By the remark after this lemma,W�;?N 0(�) = N�(�; d� ) 2 N 0(�), so we let �0 = � in this ase. Let t0 be the preimageof pN 0� (�)� (�0 +1) under the anonial witness map. We now apply �0 to W �0;r0[s0N 0(�)and infer that:� hQ; ti = h�0(W �0;r0[s0N 0(�) ); �0(t0)i is a generalized witness for � = �0(�0) withrespet to N� and r [ s.� hQ; ti 2 h� (�[ fd�g) or hQ; ti 2 ~h� (�[ fp�g), depending on whether N� ispluripotent or not.� hW �;r[sN� ; t�; �i 2 h� (� [ fd� ; #�g) or hW �;r[sN� ; t�; �i 2 ~h� (� [ fp� ; #�g),depending on whether N� is pluripotent or not. Here t� is the preimage of(r [ s)� (� + 1) under the anonial witness map.� hW �;sM ; w; �i 2 h� (�[fd� ; #�g) or hW �;sM ; w; �i 2 ~h� (�[fp� ; #�g), depend-ing on whether N� is pluripotent or not. Here w is the preimage of s�(�+1)under the anoninal withess map.� hW �;sM ; w; �i = F (f)(�; #� ; q� ) for some f 2 dom(F ) and � < �. Here, F isthe top extender of M .The seond lause follows from the �rst one by the fat that generalized witnessesfor the n-th level are preserved under �(n)1 -preserving embeddings. The third lausefollows from the seond by the �rst part of Lemma 2.18: Just notie that W �;r[sN�is �0-de�nable from Q; � and #� and both Q and � are in ~h� (� [ fp� ; #�g) (weassume w.l.o.g. that either N� fails to be pluripotent or else �N�� (�� ; r� [ s) > �� ;the proof in the other ase is similar). The step from the third lause to the fourthone is a straightforward appliation of d) from Lemma 2.16 if M is a protomouse;if M = N� , then there is nothing to prove, as W �;sM = W �;r[sN� . The last lause isobtained from the fourth one by Lemmata 2.13 and 2.14, depending on whetherM 6= N� or M = N� . Notie that in the latter ase, Lemma 2.14 requires adding ��as an additional parameter. This is, however superuous in the above appliation,as �� is �1-de�nable from #� , so we an \absorb" �� in f and #� .Pik an � suÆiently large suh that � < ��� and f 2 dom(F ���), where F ��� isthe top extender of M��� . Then F ���(f)(�; #� ; q���) is of the form hQ�; w�; ��i where



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 83hQ�; w�i is a generalized witness for �� = ��1��� (�) with respet to M��� and s�� . Also,�� � ��1��� (�) = � � ��� . Furthermore, we have:� hQ�; w�i 2 h��(��� [ fd��g) or hQ�; w�i 2 ~h��(��� [ fp��g) depending onwhether N�� is pluripotent or not.� hW ��;s��M��� ; w�� i 2 h��(��� [ fd��g) or hW ��;s��M��� ; w�� i 2 ~h��(��� [ fp��g) de-pending on whether N�� is pluripotent or not. Here w�� is the preimage ofs�� � (�� + 1) under the anonial witness map.� hW ��;r��[s��N�� ; t�i 2 h��(��� [ fd��g) or hW ��;r��[s��N�� ; t�i 2 ~h��(��� [ fp��g)depending on whether N�� is pluripotent or not. Here t� is the preimage ofr�� [ s�� � (�� + 1) under the anonial witness map.The �rst lause follows from Lemma 2.13, as M��� is a protomouse. The seondlause is a onsequene of the �rst one and the seond part of Lemma 2.18, whihguarantees that hW ��;s��M��� ; w�� i is �0-de�nable from hQ�; w�i; �� and #��� def= #(M���).Now it suÆes to notie that #��� < ��� and both hQ�; w�i and �� are in the hullin question, so the same also holds of hW ��;s��M��� ; w�� i. The third lause then followsfrom d) of Lemma 2.16. Reall that r�� = r��� [ s�� where r��� = p�� � q��� (resp.r��� = d�� � q��� , if N�� is pluripotent).Let �0� : N 0��(���)! N�� be the assoiated unollapsing map and let(�0�; r0�� ; Q0�; t0�) = �0��1(��; r�� ;W ��;r��[s��N�� ; t�):Then hQ0�; t0�i is a generalized witness for �0� with respet to N 0��(���) and r0�� . Notiealso that �0� � ��� , as �� � ��� and �0� � ��� = id. Now we an proeed exatly as inthe proof of Lemma 3.9. First of all, one hQ0�; t0�i is in N 0��(���), we know that alsothe standard witness W 0� for �0� with respet to N 0��(���) and r0�� is in N 0��(���). Con-sider two ases. Granting that either N�� is not pluripotent or else �N��� (��� ; r��) >��� , we onlude that every subset of �0� � ��� whih is �(n�� )1 (N 0��(���)) in r0��is �(n�� )1 (W 0� ), and therefore is an element of N 0��(���). Thus, pN 0�� (��� ) must bea proper lengthening of r0�� . By Lemma 2.22, this means that (��� ; q��) annotbe strong, a ontradition. In the remaining ase where N�� is pluripotent and�N��� (��� ; r��) = ��� , the same argument yields that EN 0�� (��� )top j��� , being a ut-bak of the top extender of W 0� , is an element of N 0��(���). By Lemma 2.23, the



84 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANdivisor (��� ; d��) is not strong, whih again ontradits the hoie of (��� ; d��).ut(Lemma 3.12)Let �� be the least as in the previous lemma. Then B� � �� = D� �� is losed andunbounded in � . This ompletes the proof of Lemma 3.5 for � 2 S1.Proof of Main Theorem. The onstrution from the previous subsetions provesTheorem 3.1 and thus the impliation d) �! a) of Main Theorem. Notie also thata) �! b) is trivial, so it suÆes to fous on the proofs of b) �! ) and ) �! d)Proof of b) �! ). Given a subompat ardinal �, we show that ��;<� fails.Assume for a ontradition that C = hC�; � < � < �+ & lim(�)i is suh a sequene.Using a simple oding devie, C an be treated as a subset of �+. Fix a ardinal �,a sequene �C = h �C�; � < � < �+ & lim(�)i and an embedding� : hH�+ ; �Ci �! hH�+ ;Ciwitnessing the subompatness of � relative to C. We derive a ontradition byshowing that f(�+) � �. Letting � = sup(�00�+), we know that f(�) = �+. Fixa C 2 C� ; then C is a losed unbounded subset of �. We show that eah properinitial segment of C is of order type stritly less than �.Notie that there are o�nally many � in �+ suh that f(�) = ! and �(�) =sup(�00�) 2 C. This follows from the standard losure argument and the fat that �is ontinuous at limits of length stritly less than �. (Given a �0, indutively pik a�n+1 suh that �(�n) < 0 < �(�n+1) for some 0 2 C; then � = supn �n meets theabove requirements.) Now pik any suh �. Sine  = �(�) is !-o�nal, otp(C) < �for all C 2 C . This follows from the regularity of � (see the disussion below thede�nition of subompatness in the introdution). Applying the regularity of � tothe fat that jC j < �, we �nd an " < � suh that otp(C) < " whenever C 2 C .The least suh ", being de�nable from C 2 rng(�), must be in rng(�) as well, so" < �. Thus, C \ , being an element of C , must be of ordertype stritly less than�. This ompletes the proof of the impliation b) �! ).Proof of ) �! d). We argue in L[E℄. Starting from the hypothesis that thereare stationarily many � < �+ suh that E� 6= ?, we show that � is subompat.Assume for a ontradition that this is not the ase; let A be the <L[E℄-least subset



CHARACTERIZATION OF �� IN CORE MODELS 85of � = �+ witnessing this. Notie that A 2 JE�+ , the support jJE� j of JE� is preiselyH� and that any elementary embedding � : hH�+ ; �Ai ! hH� ; Ai of our interest,being a bounded subset of H� , is an element of H� . Consequently, the fat thatA witnesses the failure of subompatness for � an be expressed as M j= '(A; �)where M = L[E℄ jj �+ and '(A; �) is the �1-statement(9H)[H = jJE� j & :(9�; �; #; �H; �A; � 2 H) ~'(�; �; #; �; �H;H; �A;A)℄;here, letting SatN be the satisfation prediate for the struture N , (reall thatSatN is uniformly �0-de�nable in the parameter N), ~'(�; �; #; �; �H;H; �A;A) is theonjuntion of the following formulae:� � is the largest ardinal in H ;� � < � & # = �+H & �H = (H#)H & �A � #;� � : �H ! H & r(�) = �;� (8x 2 �H)(8 (v) 2 Fml)[Sath �H; �Ai( (v); x)  ! SathH;Ai( (v); �(x))℄.A standard losure argument shows that the set of all ordinals � < � satisfying� \ hM (� [ f�g) = � is losed unbounded in � . Sine we assume that E� 6= ? forstationarily many �, we an pik a � satisfying both(31) � \ hM (� [ f�g) = � and E� 6= ?:Let M 0 be the transitive ollapse of hM (� [ f�g) and let �0 be the assoiatedunollapsing map. Then M 0 is a passive premouse, !%1M 0 � � = r(�0) and �0(�) =� ; this last equality follows from the �rst part of (31). Thus, � = �+M 0 . Bythe ondensation lemma, M 0 is solid and its standard parameter is universal, so~M = ore�(M 0) exists. Let ~� : ~M ! M 0 be the assoiated ore map. Notie that� = �+ ~M , as any surjetion g : � ! � suh that g 2 ~M and � < � would give riseto the surjetion ~�(g) � � : � ! � that is an element of M 0. Consequently, theritial point of ~�, being at least �, must be stritly larger than �, as every ordinalbetween � and ~�(�) has M 0-ardinality equal to �. Letting � = �0 Æ ~� : ~M ! M ,the above disussion an be summarized as follows:� !%1~M � � and ~M is sound above �;� r(�) = � and �(�) = � ;� � is �1-preserving.



86 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANThese onlusions enable us to apply the ondensation lemma to M; ~M and �; weshow that lause d) of the ondensation lemma must be true. Indeed, both a) andb) are impossible, as E ~M� = ? 6= E� ; the equality on the left follows from the fatthat � is a ardinal in ~M . Clause ) fails, as it requires that ~M = Ult�(M jj �; E�)where M jj � is the longest initial segment of M whih does not ollapse � and E�is an extender with ritial point � for some � � �. In our ase, however, � = �,so the only andidate for � would be �. This yields an immediate ontradition,as r(E�) is ertainly smaller than �. It follows that d) of the ondensation lemmaholds. Set M 0 = Ult(M jj �; E�). Notie that ~M is in fat a proper initial segmentof �M = M 0 jj �+M 0 = Ult(M jj#+M ; E�) where # = �+M and � = r(E�), as ~Mprojets to �.We are now ready to derive the �nal ontradition. First we observe that Ais in the range of �. Indeed, as � is �1-preserving and �(�) = � , there is a setB 2 ~M suh that ~M j= '(B; �). The < ~M -least suh set, all it ~A, must be thepreimage of A under �, as otherwise A <M �( ~A) and the preservation propertiesof � would fore the existene of some ~A� < ~M ~A for whih '( ~A�; �) holds in ~M , aontradition. Notie also that ~A is the < ~M -least set B suh that '(B; �) holds in~M , as for any ~A0 < ~M ~A satisfying '( ~A0; �), the set �( ~A0) <M A would witness thefailure of subompatness of �, whih would ontradit our hoie of A. Finally, as~M is a proper initial segment of �M , the set ~A satis�es '( ~A; �) in �M and ~A is < �M -minimal with this property. This means that ~A is de�nable in �M from the singleparameter �; it follows that ~A is in the range of the assoiated ultrapower map�� : M jj#+M ! �M . Set �A = ���1( ~A) and � = � Æ ��. Notie that � de�ned merelyon a proper initial segment of �M ; however, this will not do any harm, sine theobjets of our interest H� and ~A are in the domain of �. Then �(H#; �A) = (H� ; A),so � � �H : hH#; �Ai �! hH� ; Aiguarantees that A annot be a witness to the failure of subompatness of �. Con-tradition. This ompletes the proof of ) �! d) and thus that of Main Theorem.ut(Main Theorem)
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